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Perception and Action: An Analysis of Communication
Between U.S. Sponsorship and Russian Speaking Immigrants

CHAPTER I

Pomoshnitsa I Perevodchika: An Introduction to an
Applied Anthropology Project

Russian and Soviet emigration to the United States has

occurred in what may be referred to as waves of refugees who

have fled religious and political persecution. The first

through fourth wave consisted of Jews, political exiles

and dissidents who voluntarily left the Soviet Union or were

expelled as a consequence of their religious and political

activities. The fifth and most recent wave of emigration

has been comprised primarily of Ukrainian Pentecostals who

have fled the Soviet Union for religious and economic reasons.

The purpose of this thesis is to focus on two important

aspects which affect the fifth wave of Ukrainian emigres

who reside in the Portland metropolitan area;

1. The Ukrainians' perceptions of the persistent frustration

and ensuing difficulties that they have experienced during

the transition and acculturation process.

2. Communicative aspects of their interaction with Sponsors

Organized to Assist Refugees (SOAR) which is a voluntary

agency that contracts with the State of Oregon for the

administration and delivery of refugee resettlement

services under the Refugee Early Employment Program

(REEP).
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As a condition of their residency, in the capacity of

citizens who have refugee status, the Ukrainians are expected

to actively engage in seeking and maintaining gainful

employment as well as meld into society and contribute

accordingly. For individuals who voluntarily participate in

the state's Refugee Early Employment Program (REEP), the

social and cultural complexities which they confront in the

course of adjustment to a new and different way of life also

present a complicated, bureaucratic maze of paper work and

other communication procedures that reflect the authority of

federal, state and county interests. As a result, the

challenges and problems experienced by nascent "immigrants" in

the course of their interaction with agencies of refugee

resettlement in the administration of the REEP program, and

private or church sponsorship have often had a deleterious

effect with regard to their adaptation to the demands of

living in America. In my opinion the Ukrainians have faced

such time of trial with remarkable resolve. Of equal

importance has been the patience demonstrated by case

management in conjunction with sponsors' efforts to provide

humanitarian and financial assistance. It has been their

combined expectations and disappointments that have

motivated my interest.

In this thesis I investigate not only the spoken and

written aspects of the nexus of Ukrainians' communication with

agencies of voluntary resettlement, but also the underlying

assumptions, expectations and perceptions of the immigrants
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themselves which may influence their interaction with

sponsorship and how choices are made.

The immediate goals that I have sought to establish are:

1. To discover the fundamental and epistemological assumptions

underlying case management and sponsorship ethos in

connection with their legal mandate.

2. The immigrants' response to that social management and

communication process.

3. To establish generalizable data which reflect the

expectations of immigrants from the Ukraine. In that vein

I have attempted to gain an understanding of the cultural

meaning system that they (Ukrainians) employ to organize

their behavior and interpret their experience in this

country.

The benefits of this type of study appeal to what Dell

Hymes has referred to as the "potential for service" within

the domain of applied anthropology (1969:385). Thus, in the

interest of the Ukrainian community and agencies of

resettlement, the intent of this endeavor is to provide a new

source of knowledge and additional insight which may enhance

the process of feedback' communication among them.

Furthermore, the establishment of expectations which

circumscribe Ukrainians' perceptions and behaviors may help

1 Westley and MacLean describe a conceptual model of
feedback in communication as involving multiple modalities
of semantics, pragmatics and interpretations of situational
and behavioral meaning. See Smith (1966) Chapter III, Essay 7
for a complete description.
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sponsors and case management to assess the efficacy of their

present efforts to assist in resettlement. In addition, this

may help in the assessment of education programs which are

designed to enable immigrants and refugees to help themselves

in meeting their basic needs. Also, previously hidden

implications or agendas may be more fully recognized and

understood within the larger context of the social environment

that influences the actions of refugees from the Ukraine.

The specific population considered in this study are

those who share the same social characteristics of cultural

orientation under Soviet hegemony, Pentecostal religious

belief, and aspects of bilingualism which reflect the use of

Ukrainian in informal settings and the Russian language in

communication with representatives of authority.

In Chapter I, the literature review reflects general

information about refugees and immigrants in the process of

integrating into host communities. Chapter II is dedicated

to theoretical aspects of social power and describes the basis

for ethnographic inquiry and discusses the reason why

theoretical integration and a holistic approach are important

in this qualitative study. Ethnographic methods are intended

to acquaint the reader with the technical aspects of how the

research was accomplished.

Chapter III, Part One is intended to set the "stage" so

that the reader may be aware of the general parameters of

Soviet emigration as it applies to the settlement of

Pentecostals in Oregon. Part Two highlights the Ukrainian
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Pentecostals' perception of their refugee experience and their

communication with agencies of voluntary resettlement.

Chapter IV is an overview of U.S. immigration policy

and process as it applies to the admission and resettlement

of Ukrainian Pentecostals under priority scheduling for

refugees.

Chapter V is an ethnographic evaluation of SOAR, a

voluntary agency of resettlement; describes its ethos,

administrative structure, and the generalizable details

about the agency's communication with Soviet refugees.

Chapter VI combines an analysis, conclusion and

recommendation which discusses the Ukrainians' perceptions

and actions in relation to their communication with an agency

of refugee resettlement.

The following is a summary of the combined purpose of

Chapters I - VI.

1. To describe the extant literature available for review

2. Discuss the importance of ethnographic methods theory,

and the methods incorporated in the research

3. Contextualize Ukrainians' communication by describing

their perceptions and their social milieu

4. Explain the "boundaries" of immigration law as it applies

to admission and refugee resettlement

5. To delineate the functions of a voluntary resettlement

agency and describe communication within the

organization and aspects which affect the Ukrainians'

perception of its purpose.
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6. The conclusion reflects an analysis of Ukrainians'

perceptions of resettlement agencies and the role of

the state.

Literature Review

A dearth of accessible ethnographic or related culture

studies that focus specifically upon matters related to the

phenomenon of Ukrainians' refugee experience and subsequent

resettlement compelled me to consider other applicable

information which has been gleaned from the larger domain of

immigration and refugee studies.

A country report in Refugees, a United Nations High

Commission for Refugees publication (1991), suggests that

since the advent of the "new political mentality" and social

democratization of the Soviet states, citizens now enjoy the

privilege of emigrating to destinations that were previously

forbidden. However, the article links the increasing departure

of members representing various ethnic groups to economic

forces and the job market. No mention is made of other factors

that have contributed to their decisions which have resulted

in a "flood" of requests for exit visas that have steadily

increased since Mikhail Gorbachev assumed the office of

General Secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union

in 1985.

Bernard (1977 a) makes a distinction between

immigrants and refugees based upon voluntary and involuntary

aspects of decision making, although he emphasizes that their

differences are often one of degree rather than type.
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Accordingly, distinguishing differences may be blurred by a

combination of voluntary and "expulsive" factors that

influence the perception of viable alternatives and subsequent

action. Immigrants choose to emigrate for many reasons based

upon such variables as the availability of consumer goods,

religious freedom and political ideology. At times ethnic and

kinship factors directly affect the decision to move and the

place of resettlement. In contrast, refugees are afflicted by

larger and more imminent concerns that may overwhelm the

normal or voluntary aspects of the emigration process. Fears

of deprivation or loss of civil liberties, war, persecution,

imprisonment and death represent the "expulsive" nature of the

refugees' social dilemma that influences their decision to

leave.

Allen and Hiller (1986) address questions regarding what

leads someone to become a refugee and volitional aspects in

decision making. Though the state of being a refugee suggests

fear and disorganization, the social development of a

refugee's "flight" perspective is considered to be based

upon rational and voluntary acts. From a refugee's point of

view the disruption of normal living patterns promotes their

assessment of intolerable conditions. The "flight" perspective

develops out of a subjective opinion of their social

vulnerability which is often prompted by an imminent physical

threat to their well being. Therefore they believe there is no

other solution than flight. Consequently remedial actions are

taken in order to overcome the immediate obstacles related to
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their departure. This reflects rational activity as they make

plans for transporation and consider which family members will

leave and which will remain. Perruchoud (1989) addresses

the planning stages of "flight" and concludes that families

most often move in successive stages such that one family

member leaves ahead of others. Then, after reaching a level of

stability in a receiving country, he or she tries to

facilitate resettlement for the remaining family members.

In considering the refugee perspective, Williams (1990)

agrees with Allen, Hiller and Perruchoud that the notion of

a complete or intact family unit migrating together is not a

realistic prospect for many families. She emphasizes that

refugees' choices are based upon circumstances unique to

individual situations, and that the decision to flee is a

voluntary act which considers thought with regard to the

consequences.

Williams also discusses the effect of the refugee camp

experience. The social organization of family life is

dramatically altered within the context of camp conditions.

Traditional family leaders and other supportive relatives

may be absent, and as a result cultural and social alterations

occur with shifts in family roles. This creates a sense of

disequilibrium for refugees who are at the same time forced to

adjust to limited physical space and resources, and to share

the same with strangers who may be "ethnic" enemies. A sense

of loss prevails which correlates the feeling of being

uprooted with the loss of home environments, family members,
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culture and language, and material possessions. Despondency or

a lessening of initiative correspond to a sense of

hopelessness about the future and in particular a loss of

control or the right to influence their own lives under the

dominion of camp administration and organization.

Apparently the primary factor that influences the actions

of refugees within the camp experience is the structure of the

camp organization and the aid programs they administer.

Refugees are subject to the powerful constraints or dictates

of the camp environment and administration procedures which

encourage and reward compliant behavior in order to maintain

the smooth function of camp activities. In coping with the

loss of control, refugees attempt to manipulate the camp

"system" of aid in conjunction with manoeuvering to secure

personal goals. They attempt to improve their immediate

situation by bartering and trading supplies and participating

in work-force activities that they deem advantageous to their

situation. Refugees also try to enhance their eligibility for

resettlement by withholding information that they think may be

deleterious to their status or desirability as candidates for

immigration. They may deliberately confuse and mislead

immigration interviewers in order to secure consideration for

immediate refugee resettlement (Williams 1990).

In summary, the stages of the refugee experience are:

First, an initial period of threat followed by the decision

to leave. Second, the planning of the actual flight which is

primarily determined by the availability of transportation
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factors and the emigration process that may entail paperwork

to obtain permission or simply leaving via clandestine

measures. Third, reaching safety or a place of asylum which

usually leads to residence in a refugee camp for an

indeterminate period until the immigration process facilitates

reception into a host country. The final or fourth stage marks

the beginning of the resettlement process (Williams 1990).

Bernard (1977 b) discusses the resettlement process as

one of integration into the host country which is the

adjustment most often reached by individuals. Integration does

not occur rapidly. Rather, by virtue of the many challenges

that they face in a new and different environment, refugees

and immigrants pass through a series of social states; initial

resettlement aided by sponsors and government agencies, and

the subsequent adjustment process which facilitates

integration into the community and the "American" way of life.

The role of voluntary resettlement agencies is an

important factor in the integration process. Salomone (1976)

discusses the prevailing ethos and strategies employed in the

resettlement of refugees which may be generalized as efforts

based upon the "melting pot" theory. "Cluster" and "scatter"

approaches have been employed in agency attempts to integrate

newcomers into life in the U.S. Since the purpose of cluster

settlement is to provide the security of the familiar (culture

and language), adherents of the cluster approach believe that

the cause of integration would be better served by settling
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families and individuals in small groups or clusters

throughout the country.

Proponents of the scatter approach share a common

philosophy that integration and acculturation are best

facilitated by resettling people in a number of places on an

ad hoc basis. Individuals and nuclear families have been

expected to survive without the benefit of planning to meet

the specific social and cultural parameters of any given

group.

Salomone concludes that the cluster and scatter

approaches have proven irrelevant to long range settlement

plans. The idea of an "easy resettlement" with few problems

is not a reality. On one hand, the cluster approach has not

worked well in many cases because of old schisms among

incompatible groups that have erupted in disagreements and

ethnic strife. On the other hand, the scatter approach

has tended to increase refugees' dependency upon resettlement

agencies for the resolution of problems. In either situation,

after the initial shock of resettlement has subsided, refugees

and immigrants tend to migrate to more amenable conditions or

areas where new "ethnic" clusters have developed as a result

of their own initiative.

In the course of adjustment, one of the most difficult

problems that plagues refugees and immigrants as newcomers

is their lack of information about their new country of

residence. Regardless of the source, the information that they

acquire is often affected or convoluted by the speculation and
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misinterpretation of well meaning friends and family who are

themselves recent arrivals (Bernard, 1977 a). To illustrate

his point about the effect of misinformation, Bernard employs

what he terms the "classic myth" that "the streets of America

are paved with gold", and he notes that it is surprising how

many continue to believe in its symbolic promise.

Bernard also states that ignorance is a primary agent in

perpetuating problems related to unrealistic expectations and

the "information gap". Even though newcomers may be aware of

community aid offered by voluntary organizations, they may not

know how to ask them for help or effectively use their

services. Dail (1988) further implies that immigrants who do

not access or receive ongoing advice are not likely to

comprehend the inner workings of the social system well enough

to take advantage of opportunities for material and financial

assistance.

Compounding the problem is the reluctance of some

refugees and immigrants to cooperate with resettlement

agencies and representatives of federal and state authority,

because they equate those of the host country with agencies of

government that are endemic to a police state (Bernard 1977,

a).

Salomone (1976) and Brown (1969) agree that some of the

problems that newcomers experience stem from a lack of

communication or from misinformation. A contributing factor

has been the problem of so-called experts in the field of

communication in matters of immigration. There exists an
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attitude that individuals who are experts in other fields of

social science and business management are equally qualified

to manage refugee and immigrant affairs and affect policy

decisions. In some instances it has not been a requirement for

resettlement case managers to know anything about the cultural

background of their refugee clients. Unfortunately, this

aspect of unfamiliarity among resettlement personnel has

hindered their understanding or "reading" of their refugee

clients' needs or distress signals.

In general the course of newcomers integration and

adaptation proceed slowly after an initial period of euphoria

fades. Misinformation, unrealistic expectations and the

information "gap" contribute to confusion and sometimes

disappointment. Resettlement is both aided and hindered by the

structure of voluntary agencies communication and efforts to

facilitate the process.

Communication problems aside, Kats (1983) states that

"Economic adjustment is generally considered the first phase

of integration, and it plays a key role in the social and

cultural adjustment of refugees and immigrants alike."

Brown (1969:361-370) redefines adjustment as economic

integration and links new experiences with gradual change. In

the course of adjustment the newcomer must make decisions

according to the "cultural baggage" that he brings with him

from his native origin and it is contingent upon past and

contemporaneous experience. This affects the early phase of

resettlement as refugees and immigrants do not directly
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participate in American life except in the economic sense.

Samuel (1984) and Bernard (1977, b) concur that

immediate self-maintenance is the refugee's or immigrant's

first concern. Finding a job and adequate housing are his or

her preeminent occupation. According to Bernard a test of how

refugees and immigrants as newcomers are faring is to

determine whether satisfactory progress is being made in

finding a job and satisfying immediate needs. Samuel posits

that the relative ease or difficulty with which a job is

located is determined by labor market conditions,

occupational background and the language skills of the

refugee.

In the initial process of resettlement the efforts of

voluntary agencies to help facilitate newcomer's needs and

goals directly affects refugees' perception of their

experience. Sometimes they do not understand an agency's

efforts to help them achieve self-sufficiency. Instead they

may feel forced to patronize voluntary agencies as a condition

for receiving vital financial aid and other support. Agency

efforts to obtain information in order to help newcomers often

seems like an unwanted intrusion into their privacy (Bernard,

1977 b). In the case of the Soviet refugees' perspective

this aspect seems to be a form of governmental control

designed to keep them dependent and locked into

undesirable jobs (Kessner and Caroli 1981).

Maintaining a job remains a constant worry for the

newcomer. In spite of the help that may be received from
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family, friends and sponsors the newcomer is usually

"downgraded" in occupational status due to the lack of

language fluency and training for occupations in advanced

technology. The average Soviet example from the late 70's era

would be a scientist who was forced to do unskilled manual

labor. However political circumstances within the Soviet

Union during the late 1980's and early 90's facilitated the

migration of a significant number of blue collar workers who

have perceived themselves to be "engineers" according to

Soviet standards. The occupations that they have been able to

secure in the initial phase of integration have also been

oriented to low or unskilled manual labor, and so they have

as the result of occupational "downgrading" experienced a loss

of self-esteem. Kessner and Caroli (1981) hold the same

opinion in their discussion of Soviet Jews and their search

for jobs in America. Some expressed their willingness to take

any job offered but they also voiced fears based on their

previous experience in the Soviet Union where one's first job

usually determined the path that one's career would follow.

Therefore they believed that manual or low-skilled occupations

would keep them trapped in low paying jobs for the rest of

their lives.

Samuel (1984) indicates that the prospect of unemployment

is an equal concern for the newcomer. The role of the refugee

or immigrant as a worker is one which is vulnerable to

economic forces beyond his control. Due to fluctuations in the

job market and other factors, employers resort to dismissing
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those who were most recently hired. Thus even with the help of

private and public agencies in obtaining employment the

newcomer is at risk of losing a job.

Bernard (1977, a) and Samuel (1984) also agree that

language barriers present an equally difficult obstacle for

refugees and immigrants to overcome. The maintenance of

employment may be affected by a newcomer's language skills.

Proficiency in English, not just a limited comprehension or

intelligibility in speech, is requisite for communication of

needs, and the mastery of idiom is important for engendering

goodwill among co-workers.

The multifaceted aspect of engaging the cooperation and

understanding of fellow employees also involves the public

perception of the refugee or immigrant as a newcomer to

society. Dail (1988) claims that the newcomers' level of

naivete and trust place them at a disadvantage in terms of

combatting discrimination and unfair employment practices.

Bernard (1977 b) enlarges on the importance of the problem

indicating that refugees and immigrants are reluctant to

complain because they feel that they are in any case "on the

way up" and so they do not want to alienate their employers or

others who are in a position of authority. They are afraid

that if they express any resentment about unfair treatment

that it may somehow jeopardize or even cancel their asylum.

Brown (1969:233,353-358) considers negative stereotypes

of refugees and immigrants to be detrimental to the public's

awareness of the potential contributions to society that they
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may offer. There has been a tendency to evaluate and compare

"ethnic" orientation and immigrant institutions (i.e. ethnic

associations and churches) to the mainstream or dominant

social situation in the U.S..

Demoralization among the refugee and immigrant population

often occurs as a result of feeling marginalized and under the

power of employers and agents of authority who, in the

newcomers' perspective, do not understand their cultural

background or their needs (Brown 1969:361-370). In general,

Brown's opinion is that the real problem of immigration is one

of accommodation and ethnocentrism. Conflicts in cultural

views give rise to the public perception that refugees and

immigrants contribute to the disorganization of communities

and the weakening of traditional values. Therefore they are

abused and easily exploited in America because they are unable

to speak English and are unaware of our customs, habits and

laws. Due to their limitations and negative experiences,

immigrants respond in an equally unfavorable manner. They tend

to stereotype Americans according to outward manifestations of

personality characteristics and other superficial traits,

vices and exploitative business techniques that they do not

understand.

The immigrant or refugee makes adjustments in his

lifestyle according to past experience and seeks to minimize

problems by using his cultural background as a model for

organizing his life and contemporary experience. In the early

phases of resettlement, newcomers' interest in their homeland
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remains a strong attraction because they are more familiar

with the home situation and for awhile it is the locus of

their organization and mental imagery (Brown 1969:370).

Immigrants and refugees reminisce about their past life which

seems to make their old habits and customs all the more dear

to them. What was once taken for granted and given little

thought becomes emotionally cherished after resettlement.

Williams (1990) emphasizes that despite the stress of

resettlement the family becomes the basis for re-establishing

new social networks because they are a repository of shared

memories of the past and the focal point for optimistic hopes

of reunification with other family members in the future.

Bernard (1977 b) agrees and adds that one of the immediate

coping strategies that immigrants and refugees rely upon is to

locate others of the same ethnic background and to establish

contacts within the same area. Often this includes relocating

to established neighborhoods which are essentially ethnic

enclaves. This benefits those who have most recently arrived

in that it serves as a staging area for obtaining advice from

sources who, by virtue of their own experience, make new

information comprehensible and facilitate learning about how

to get along effectively.

In addition religion and faith including participation in

"ethnic" church activities serve a vital and stabilizing role

in the adjustment and integration process. Bernard (1977 b)

emphasizes that there is a symbiotic relationship between

newcomers and the ethnic parish. The ethnic parish like the
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ethnic neighborhood and ethnic affiliations of clubs and

organizations are energized by a continual influx of nascent

immigrants. They, in turn, rely upon the function of ethnic

institutions to help them establish a level of personal

stability and direction. It is interesting to note that Davis

(1922) was cognizant of similar social activities of Russian

immigrants in an earlier wave of migration and resettlement

which occurred in the early 1900's. He placed an importance

upon the "ethnic" orientation of churches and the maintenance

of native language as a function of internal organization

which has helped immigrants maintain a sense of order and

direction.

In contrast Salomone (1976) argues that while the ethnic

enclave functions as an adjustment mechanism, it also has its

drawbacks. Although the ethnic enclave or cluster settlement

facilitates a level of comfort and security, it is also a

place to "hide". For those who immure themselves in their

ethnic neighborhoods they may be increasing their social

isolation. This aspect applies most specifically to the

elderly who are unemployed, and to women who by necessity

remain at home to care for young children. Such personal

limitations may circumvent their access to mainstream social

functions on a daily basis which in turn restricts learning

and practicing English to ESL classes and occasional ventures

outside of the ethnic community.

Brown (1969) and Bernard (1977 b) insist that the

successful integration and adjustment of immigrants depend
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upon language skills and a workable grasp of idiom which

serves a pivotal role in the development of all other aspects

of acculturation.

In spite of their problems refugees and immigrants as

newcomers to American society strive to establish themselves

as viable citizens who work and contribute to the well-being

of their communities. Dorais (1987) says that economic

integration is but one indicator of the overall level of

newcomers' adaptation. He proposes that another very important

indicator lies in the degree to which they have entered the

social networks and organizations of the dominant society, or

have developed their own community institutions. Bernard

(1977 b) considers their progress toward integration as a

signpost indicating their desire to "put down roots".

Participation in the ethnic based institutions, language

classes and other education endeavors supports refugees' and

immigrants' economic and social integration into mainstream

society and enables them to learn by example. For a first

generation of newcomers it is a reiterative process that

usually takes a lifetime to accomplish.
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CHAPTER II

Theory and Methods

Theoretical issues are important in this thesis for two

reasons: (1) they are the basis of ethnographic methods, and

(2) they show the effect of social power and threat oriented

reactions to power. The discussion below outlines these

completely different aspects of theory. Their subsequent

integration into the research will become apparent in Chapters

III and V.

Theory, Self-Esteem and Situational Structure

Considering the "boundaries" of this thesis which are

the examination of the structure and ethos of a resettlement

agency, and the Ukrainians' perspective of their adaptation

and communication with resettlement agencies, it is important

to discuss the theory of situational structure, self-esteem

and threat oriented reactions to power. The following

discussion reflects Arthur Cohen's (1959) approach to studies

in social power.

Power may be thought of in the most general sense as the

ability of one party of a relationship to influence the

behavior of another party. It is also the ability of one party

of a relationship to determine whether another or second party

is enabled to achieve certain goals or steered from them

regardless of efforts put forth by the second party. Thus

the possession of power consists of the potential to withhold
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or permit the gratification of a second party's goals, desires

or needs.

Power in this thesis is concerned with the refugee as an

individual and his perception of his own adequacy (self-

esteem) to cope with a given situation which will enable him

to satisfy his wants and needs on his own volition. Self-

esteem is tied to the evaluation that a refugee makes with

regard to aspects of a situation that seem relevant at the

time.

The experience or perception of a threat is a state in

which the individual feels inadequate to deal with a given

situation and is compromised in his efforts to satisfy his

needs and desires. The degree of threat that an individual may

potentially experience is directly related to the degree of

power that someone may be able to exercise over him.

There are two "structural" factors that determine the

degree of potential threat perceived by an individual.

"Structure" refers to the clarity of a path to a goal,

and the degree and consistency of the behavior of people

in power.

Clarity means the degree to which a social situation

provides an individual with clear, or well understood and

accessible cues (i.e. guidelines for action) so that he may

direct his efforts toward satisfying his goals. If an

individual is able to determine whether or not he is to attain

his goal, then a clearly organized and well understood

structure of the social situation enables him to act on his
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own and perhaps improve his chances of achievement. However,

if a person in power is perceived as acting in an arbitrary

manner, and changes the rules or shifts reference points, then

the situation may seem chaotic. The inconsistency of the power

figure's behavior may prevent the less powerful individual

from understanding a situation, and from planning ahead for

the achievement of personal goals. In that case an

individual may feel that he has little or no control over

events or forces that are influencing his life. As a result he

may think that he has no control over satisfying his needs.

The more ambiguous or chaotic a situation is perceived to

be in which power is being exercised over an individual, the

higher level of threat will be experienced. The lower self-

esteem an individual has, the greater the intensity of the

threat.

Threat oriented reactions to power are strongest when

conditions of low self-esteem and perceived social ambiguities

or chaos are combined. The lack of structure and supportive

frames of reference and the inability to effect control in a

situation emphasize the seriousness and the experience of a

threat.

Subsequent action or reaction to a threat may be

characterized in two ways:

1. An individual's inability to satisfy his needs in a

situation wherein his own concepts and values do not prove

helpful may lead to feelings of inadequacy. As a matter of

self-protection he may attempt to deny the value or importance
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of the experience and place the burden of a responsibility on

someone else.

2. In a threat response to an ambiguous situation a person may

make negative comments and attributions to a power figure who

is seen as the source of reward and punishment. The power

figure will also be perceived as malicious and controlling.

Blame placed on a power figure is a way for the less powerful

to maintain a comfortable structure of self-esteem against a

perceived threat.

In summary, the concept of power is the ability of a

person or entity to exercise influence or control over another

person or persons. The perception of power and the ability to

manipulate events are tied to levels of self-esteem and an

individual's perception or understanding of a social

situation. Reactions to threat are managed according to

the level of self-esteem, control and the understanding of a

given situation that an individual possesses. As a matter of

self-protection a person may try to de-emphasize the

seriousness of a threat or deflect responsibility and lay

blame upon or vilify power figures as the culprits of a

perceived threat.

This is particularly relevant to the perspective of the

refugee experience because they may feel powerless to help

themselves or influence the circumstances or outcome of a

situation. Therefore due to the actions of people in power and

the changes that may occur in the structure of a social

situation, the refugee response may be a drop in self esteem
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and an attempt to deflect consequences or responsibility.

The conclusion of this thesis reflects upon discussion in

Chapter III, Part 2 of Ukrainians' perceptions and Chapter V

Anomalies which draw from this theoretical orientation.

The Philosophical Premise of Theory

From an applied anthropology perspective this study

adheres to the orientation that there are patterns of order

in the social world but they are not static in function.

Rather social patterns are dynamic, because the perception of

the social world is constantly shifting in perspective. This

is due to the variability of knowledge that continuously

evolves according to the input and categorization of facts and

experience. Therefore the power of knowledge, in and of

itself, has the potential to modify individual and group

perceptions, and hence modify or "transform" the perception of

the world around us (Feleppa 1988). The implications of this

concept will become apparent in a discussion of semiotics

theory that follows in the next section.

The establishment of anthropology as a science which

rests upon emic and etic investigation was influenced by

men in the academic realm of linguistics such as Edward Sapir

who brought forth the concept of linguistic relativity. Sapir

(1929) hypothesized that

"The worlds in which different societies live are
distinct worlds, not merely the same world with different
labels attached."

In a similar fashion Benjamin Whorf, a student of Sapir, also

supported the notion that languages embody models of the
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world. Since then Roger and Felix Keesing (1971) and other

researchers in anthropology and sociology have reflected upon

the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis and have considered its premise as

perhaps an oversimplification. However they acknowledge that

such contributions remain nonetheless valuable as the

influence of Sapir and Whorf has remained an integral part of

theories related to linguistic studies within the domain of

psychological anthropology and cognitive mapping.

In a like manner Henry McDonald (1986) also cites the

importance of Franz Boas' contributions to the study of

cultures, and in particular his articulation of "cultural

relativism" as a paradigm which from a modern perspective

considers two aspects in the sense that all cultures are equal

in status, yet they may vary considerably in both values and

modes of life. It follows that there are virtually no limits

from which researchers may impose a theoretical point of view

on the range of cultural variability. Any function within a

social system should be judged according to the contextual

environment of its culture of origin and the concomitant

demands or limitations that may be social or cultural norms

within a given system (1986:131). Stanley Barrett moves "one

step" closer toward the current state of anthropological

theory and ethnomethodology by linking the influence of Sapir,

Whorf and Boas to the emergence of sociolinguistics and what

he and others in the 1960's coined "the new ethnography"

(1984:74).
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It is from the theoretical orientation of "the new

ethnography" delineated below that this study assumes its

form.

The New Ethnography: A Definition

In the early 1960's Dell Hymes wrote about methodology and

the ethnography of communication and speaking. In essence

he suggested that the new ethnography had evolved into an

interdisciplinary approach to the study of cultures whereby a

selective incorporation of theory, methodology and appropriate

research methods are unified to facilitate a specific approach

for investigation and interpretive analysis of communication

within the boundaries of social context (Hymes 1964).

Though the new ethnography of the 1960's is no longer

considered new in the 1990's, it nevertheless influenced

the research methods that were chosen for this study.

An integrative approach to research methods and theory is

important in this thesis because the study of refugees

required sensitivity to the social environment that they

are immersed in. Following Hymes example and others as

described below, specific methods and theories were

carefully chosen and incorporated for the investigation

and interpretive analysis of complaints, expectations and

perceived problems within the context of cross-cultural

communication.

Alfred Smith (1966:1-10) discusses the need for

integrating theories of human communication with semiotics

theory of which the intended result should be to unite things
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that belong together (i.e. complementary in nature and scope),

but are often considered separately. Roger and Felix Keesing

(1971:85) have also proposed that the emerging science of

human communication must widen its frame of theoretical

reference and become a study of messages that considers

in addition to codes, linguistic and nonlinguistic symbols in

relation to contexts and networks of communication. The point

of emphasis here is that anthropologists in areas of research

involving ethnography employ methods that embrace many beliefs

and theories as potentially valid approaches to the systematic

study of cultures and cultural phenomena. By extension it is

because of this theoretical latitude that ethnographers, in

particular, are able to render from a number of theories and

methodological perspectives an understanding of the "other"'

in generalities, as well as offer explanations pertaining to

related anomalies and inconsistencies which may otherwise

remain unrecognized or misunderstood in other social

disciplines (Barrett 1984:44-61).

Clifford Geertz' approach is a preeminent example of the

selective use of theory and methodology in ethnographic

description. He embraces an interpretive theory of culture

that incorporates the perspective of sociologist Max Weber and

symbolic interaction with the pragmatic aspects of semiotics

2 The "other" refers to groups of people or
individuals who are the subject of inquiry, and who are
considered to possess social and cultural qualities which
represent some form of differentiation as may be compared to
other groups.
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theory (1973:5). Symbolic interaction places an emphasis upon

signs, gestures, and spoken or written language and shared

rules as indicators of meaning in human communication.

Semiotics is a complementary avenue of study and focuses upon

the linguistic signs and symbols of syntactics, semantics and

pragmatics, and their function in natural languages. According

to Geertz, semiotics and symbolic interaction together

constitute an interpretive tool that has influenced his

ethnographic investigations in a process he designates

"thick description" which takes into account aspects of

human behavior and communication as having a variety of levels

of meaning. The concept of meaning in "thick description"

entails two important functions. First, people react or

respond to situations, events or other stimuli on the basis of

the meanings that constituent elements of situations or events

have for them. Second, that meaning also arises out of the

simultaneous and reflective interpretive process which occurs

within, and as a result of, acts of communication

(Geertz 1988:529-530).

A Synthesis of Interpretive Analysis

Dell Hymes (1964:2-10) stresses that an integrative

approach to theory is only part of the dilemma that

ethnographers encounter when considering theory and research

methods. Communicative events must be studied within a

contextual frame of reference which "investigate directly the

use of language contexts of (a) situation". The context of

communicative habits of a community should be given equal
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consideration so that the use of any given code or charmer

may be more correctly interpreted as a function of the

social and cultural knowledge base of communicative resources

within a community. Beliefs, values, the various forms of

social roles and institutions, and the history and present

social environment of a community should be examined together

with respect to the study of communicative patterns and

events. Therefore an emphasis must be placed upon the function

of speech acts within the context of knowledge and situational

boundaries.

In summary the "new ethnography" is selective and

integrative with respect to theory and ethnologically

appropriate research methods in the study of cultures; it

is context dependent and considers primarily the function of

messages over syntactic structure; it emphasizes cultural

interpretations of meaning; and assumes that there are

inherent links between knowledge and meaning, perception or

value and man's capacity to act. The research methods for this

thesis incorporate the same approach to ethnographic studies.

Research Format

Considering the aforementioned discourse on theory and

the "new ethnography", this study is not oriented toward a

nomothetic discussion. In order to determine appropriate

3 The terms code and channel refer to switching
from one language variety to another according to
the demands of communicative context. For a complete
description consult Trudgill (1983) Chapter three.
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methods for investigating the Ukrainians' perceptions of

their resettlement experience, I sought the advice of

David Bebee (1992) of the Portland office of Immigration and

Naturalization. He recommended that I should consult with

published studies that detail the ethnographic methods used by

researchers for the Office of Refugee Resettlement. The

methods incorporated herein are similar to those that were

used in Haines (1981) study of Vietnamese refugee adaptation

in Washington D.C.

According to David Haines of the Office of Refugee

Resettlement (1981), anthropology in an applied sense has an

important contribution to make toward the discipline of

social science in problem solving and policy formation. He

cites the fact that the study of the adjustment of refugees in

America has a relatively short history, because previous

compilations of data have been organized to fit the framework

of quantitative analysis. As such, the information that is

available is for the most part incomplete, or it is

essentially little slices of data and opinion that are part of

a larger picture that remain poorly conceptualized. In

contrast, Haines proposes that the interdisciplinary

foundation of anthropology may provide a more useful

conceptual contribution to the general field of refugee

studies. He recommends that anthropologists should reorganize

existing information into a more coherent framework and follow

the basic anthropological commitment to exploring the social

context of refugee adjustment.
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In order to gain a conceptual grasp of the Ukrainian

refugee perspective of the integration process and social

adjustment, the data collected for qualitative analysis

reflects strategies that initially evolved from an open-ended

approach to the subject matter. Specifically, the primary

focus of the research is from an "ethnographic semantics"

perspective which allows for an interpretive analysis of what

Ukrainian refugees "say and do" within the contextual

boundaries of their social milieu (Spradley 1979:7).

Uwe Flick (1992) emphasizes that an ethnographic

semantics approach is not a strategy for validation, but is an

alternative in that research and analysis from this

perspective seeks to build interpretations and not test

hypothesis or prove grand theories. Moreover what is important

is to choose a method that is specifically suited to exploring

a problem. In research such as the refugee perspective

discussed in this thesis, the study of the Ukrainians'

understanding, categorization and use of language within the

boundaries of social context is an interpretation from my own

point of view. The methods chosen were suitable for studying

the Ukrainian Pentecostals in Portland. To reiterate, the

purpose of the research was to investigate problems and

complaints from the refugees' perspective in order to

establish a better understanding of their experience as

refugees and to perhaps improve the assistance measures

offered by agents of resettlement.
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Ethnographic Methods

The research with the Ukrainians was carried out on

weekends from September 1992 to mid June 1993. For the purpose

of analysis, geographic location and temporal controls were

instituted to limit the population to Ukrainian refugees who

had resided in Multnomah and Clackamas counties for a period

of no greater than two consecutive years within the years

1990-1993, and who had at any time during that period

participated in the state of Oregon, Refugee Early Employment

Project (REEP) as administered through Sponsors Organized to

Assist Refugees (SOAR) a voluntary resettlement agency.

The following demographic information describes a limited

sample of the Ukrainian refugee population in Oregon and is

not intended for statistical comparison. Sixty-nine

individuals were interviewed in-depth (38 men and 31 women),

and a total of one hundred twenty-seven extended family

members including children and older parents contributed

significantly toward enlarging the context of their social

environment and related aspects of this study. Overall, the

ages of the participants and their family members ranged from

infancy to seventy (plus) years.

Field work was initiated with an emic strategy in mind

which involved participant observation and comprehensive

interviewing in the Russian language with the intention of

seeking an "insiders" perspective of the refugee experience in

the United States. The actual data collection also included a

preliminary review of historical material that was composed of
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readings available on culture and the general history of

Russia and in particular the Ukraine region. Secondary

information was also considered which consisted of important

documents written in the Russian language and displayed by the

informants as evidence of their origin and the tribulations of

the immigration process in the former Soviet Union; including

bibles, birth certificates and other important legal

documents. Informant reports and observational records

reflected gathering routine types of information such as

social and economic migration patterns and family, education,

religion, work and health histories. Interviews were conducted

with and without the aid of a native speaker of the Russian

language which, in the immediate, provided some variance in

the information gathered. An important discovery was made that

the participants primarily use Ukrainian as their personal

language of communication. Wider implications of this fact

became evident in the analysis of their communication with

representatives of authority.4

Initial introductions to individuals and families began

through a somewhat circuitous route. I was introduced to

Ukrainian refugees in Portland through my contact and

friendship with Ukrainians living in the Lebanon area. As it

turned out some of them were related to Ukrainian families who

lived in the Portland area. Subsequently I was introduced as

a family friend and helper/translator. The Ukrainian families

4 See Chapter III, Bilingualism and Categories of
Meaning.
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in Portland accepted my presence on the basis of trust and my

capacity to help them in matters of English and Russian

communication. They were aware of my thesis project from the

beginning. A few decided not to participate because they

suspected my motive, but for the most part I was able to

engage their cooperation with relative ease.

My participant observation occurred in a variety of

settings, and since I speak Russian I was able to telephone

them ahead of time to make arrangements to meet them at their

convenience in their homes. The home, whether it was a modest

house or a small apartment, was the location where in-depth

interviews occurred, but on my initial visits we sat around

and talked about anything that came to mind. That was my way

of gaining their confidence in my ability to converse, and

that made it possible for me to observe how adults interacted

with their children and other older family members. On some of

my first visits I was the centerpiece of attention as the

hosts would ask me to sit on a chair which was opposite from

most of the other seating areas in the living room or kitchen.

I felt as though I was being inspected, but after awhile I

relaxed and abandoned my semi-structured approach which had

been a list of questions from which I initially tried to

generate their interest. It proved to be an obstacle though,

because it seemed too stifling and formal for the individuals

that I was trying to befriend. After changing my approach to

a more relaxed and open-ended conversational style, our

meetings yielded some basic information about ages, previous
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occupations, interests and so forth. On a small pad I quickly

scribbled my notes in Russian. Unfortunately some of them

turned out to be so incredibly illegible that on subsequent

visits I had to go over the same questions and topics that I

had covered previously. However I tried to hide that fact by

asking, at random, the same questions as before.

The process of my field work began slowly through these

open ended, initial visits, but I amassed enough data to begin

making a concerted effort in gaining information about their

perspective of the resettlement experience and their

communication with SOAR. From statements and commentary of

earlier visits I constructed in-depth interviews which focused

on structural and descriptive questions. I asked them to tell

me about their problems and their successes, and then

descriptive details were elicited by word and phrase

substitutions which related to their use of phrases and

specific terms. This was done in an effort to clarify details

and probe for more information or explanation. However strange

as this may seem, the simplest and most advantageous question

I asked was "how" something was accomplished such as "How did

you get your passport?" and "How are you getting along here?".

This was convenient for encouraging descriptive if not lengthy

answers to my questions as the Ukrainians seemed to take

pleasure in describing their past and present experiences. It

also opened the conversation to descriptions of their

resettlement experience and their communication with agencies

that coordinate resettlement services. In fact the less I said
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after asking the "how" question the more information

and comment I received.

The Ukrainians were very hospitable and insisted upon

feeding me whenever an opportunity presented itself which in

reality was at any time during the day. Thus it happened that

many of my most productive moments were spent in their dining

rooms or kitchens, and while I munched on everything put

before me, the "how" question allowed me the opportunity

to listen while I dined on delicious, fattening food. Even

though it was not required, I felt obliged to express my

appreciation for their support of my research. So I often

brought small gifts of food items such as potatoes, flour and

dairy products which they seemed to prefer over decorations or

even money!

As time progressed my relationship with the Ukrainians

became more intimate. The women treated me as a confidant, the

men thought of me as equal in status to their wives which

meant that if they did not like what I had to say they

indicated their disapproval. More specifically, they (the men

in particular) tried to coax me into wearing a dress which

according to their cultural and religious perspective is the

way decent women ought to cover themselves. At first I made up

excuses for not wearing one, but within a few weeks my

fortress of reasons fell to their entreaties which had become

all the more pressing. One of my contacts, who was about the

same size as myself, came up with an exceptionally ugly,

drapey dress and she pleaded with me to try it on. It was
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covered with larger than life images of lilies in the colors

of cornflower blue and violet, and judging by the lumpy metal

zipper running up the back it was quite old. I absolutely

hated it, and inside my head I decided that it wasn't fit to

wear and that I was going to make my exit "Pronto!". However,

within moments my sense of reason prevailed as I did not want

to cause an offense or hurt feelings. Masking my distaste, I

mustered the courage and aplomb to inquire whether it was hers

and where it came from. She replied that her sister-in-law had

gotten it from a niece who had purchased it from "Gyudvil".

Well, the earnest look on my "patron's" face and her sincerity

made me feel childish and guilty so I relented. After she left

the room, I slipped "it" on. As I stood there silently looking

aghast at my bulging, pear shaped reflection in the mirror, I

thanked God that her sewing machine would remain quiet that

day. The dress was simply too small in some places and too

large in others to be altered. Within a minute or two I was

summoned from the bedroom whereupon my appearance in the

adjacent dining area provoked immediate smirks, and chests

heaving with stifled snorts that finally erupted in peals of

shaking laughter. I stood there feeling helpless in a dress

that resembled a flowered lamp shade that had been perched on

top of a pair of hiking boots. Smiling through eyes watering

with tears of embarrassment, I anticipated that they would

want to take me shopping next, but her husband managed to

compose himself and kindly came to my rescue saying
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"Well enough has been done. Stop torturing the girl and leave

her alone!".

From time to time after that incident, first one and then

another of my contacts would comment that they had heard about

my "shame" and then teasingly remark that I would be so pretty

if I only knew how to shop. Not long after that incident, they

stopped calling me "Candi" or "Candace" and referred to me as

"Konfetka" which is a diminutive form of my name according to

Russian grammar, but it was used in a familial sense.

Having won their confidence I was invited for

occasional group outings to a park for a picnic or for a

potluck dinner which was the locus for observation and

interaction among a larger group composed of Ukrainian

families and friends who were also refugees. This provided the

opportunity for asking "grand tour" questions (Spradley

1979:86) that were posed to individuals, and they became the

format for larger group discussions. Again this open ended

approach provided a rich "field" for the observation of

behavior in connection with the exploration of facts and

values from the immigrants' perspective and the organizational

concepts that they employ.

Other settings included shopping adventures with the

women and their children that sometimes would take up an

entire afternoon, because they took advantage of my

translating ability in their search for bargains. Sometimes by

day's end I felt as though my speaking and translating skills

had been completely exhausted. After a few weekends of
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shopping activities I had acquired a mental map of the greater

Portland area, and it seemed as though we were solely

responsible for having worn grooves in the pavement between

the discount stores and various supermarkets.

Shopping expeditions occasionally included the purchase

of auto parts which, as it turned out, was a situation that I

preferred to avoid. However I was treated with such respect

and asked so nicely for translating favors that I was

compelled to comply with the mens' requests to accompany them.

Due to my unfamiliarity with automobile parts, I had to

describe what was needed. It was a particularly frustrating

experience for the store personnel and the men for whom I was

translating. When the wrong "thing" was produced my Ukrainian

escorts would exclaim "No, Konfet...listen!", and then proceed

to explain again what they wanted. Eventually I would get it

"right" but such experiences left me feeling drained, but not

too tired for chocolate ice cream which was how they elected

to reward me for trying to please them.

After a couple of months had passed, our intimacy as

friends became evident when I was invited to partake in their

private worship. Despite our differences, my Catholic

upbringing inspired me to participate. Whenever I attended

their services they usually prayed for me and prayed over me,

and I think I was healed of every physical malady conceivable.

Nevertheless, I took their prayers seriously.

In observing their faith Ukrainian refugees gathered in

private homes where they practiced their own religious
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customs. It was always a solemn occasion marked with reverence

for God whom they consider to be in their midst. Participants

seemed intent upon honoring the event and conducted themselves

in a quiet and orderly fashion. It became obvious that the

reverence they have for God as reflected in their worship also

extended to their appearance. The men dressed as neatly as

they were able for the occasion. Though their clothes may have

been mismatched, many wore suit jackets and ties. The women

emphasized their modesty by covering their hair with scarves

and wearing simple dresses that were sometimes spruced up with

belts or handkerchiefs. Jewelry, except for wedding rings and

small necklaces, was generally avoided because it was

considered decadent adornment.

The reading of the liturgy usually consisted of two or

three sermons that were read by different men who exhorted the

worshipers to suffer all things in life and to perform works

pleasing to God. Prayers were recited in a methodical fashion;

the words and gestures of supplication memorized. They gave

thanks for their blessings and asked for spiritual

intervention and guidance in their everyday affairs. Above all

else, the ritual of their faith was ensconced in the Ukrainian

language and mournful hymns magnified the solemnity of the

ceremony. I memorized the correct responses and tried to sing

in a low voice which was barely above a whisper, because I did

not want my poor pronunciation of Ukrainian to be noticed. Yet

at times it seemed to clash with the softness of their

language, and now and then I caught a glimpse of someone
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sternly looking toward the source of discord. Mortified by my

inability to sound less than Russian or perhaps American, I

tried all the more to blend in.

After the services were over several families usually got

together at someone's house for an afternoon repast of cold

cuts, deserts and tea. That provided another opportunity

to engage their interest in my project and it helped foster

large group conversations which included families, friends,

neighbors and acquaintances. Overall, it was those group

discussions in particular that yielded a consensus of opinions

about their experience as refugees and the process of economic

integration as facilitated by SOAR which was the primary

agency responsible for assisting their resettlement.6

Despite the Ukrainians' familiarity with me as an

individual and the purpose of my research, one problem that

consistently eluded a resolution was the administration of a

survey questionnaire. It seemed that any sort of formality

would not gain reliable information or cooperation. Reticence

on the part of the Ukrainians to commit to forced or limited

choices such as yes or no options on paper tended to provoke

disinterest and suspicion. When they were presented with a

questionnaire, they resorted to examining my intentions which

required an extensive (sometimes exhaustive) explanation and

justification of the survey's purpose. Similarly the use of a

5 See Chapter III, Part 2.

6 Refer to Chapters III and V for a detailed discussion
about SOAR.
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tape recorder heightened anxieties as the Ukrainians' foremost

concern was anonymity. Therefore its use was quickly discarded

as an obstacle that might otherwise have prevented natural

conversation and candor. Also, in response to their requests

that I not directly report their complaints, the names of

individuals who participated in my research have been

omitted or assigned pseudonyms in compliance with their wishes

to protect and preserve their privacy.

Internship data and the organizational structure and

functions of SOAR, a voluntary refugee resettlement agency,

provided an additional frame of reference which helped me to

make sense of the Ukrainians' perspective. However I was not

allowed to interact with any of the refugee clients in any

significant way other than intercepting some of their

telephone calls and taking messages or referring them to

someone who could answer their questions. In spite of that,

a few clients who were already acquainted with me prior to my

internship eventually found out that I was there, and

sometimes a mini delegation of three or four individuals would

intercept me outside in the parking lot during the lunch hour

or after work. They would ask me questions about the agency

and whether I could help them in processing paperwork. That

made it difficult for me at times because I wanted to assist

them, though I was not empowered to act on their behalf.

So I maintained my office "attitude" and insisted that I was

only present at SOAR to observe and learn about how the agency

did things. Their standard answer to my reply was "Well, see
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if you can find out anyway!". Of course I was not able to do

so. If I had I tried to help them, my internship would most

likely have ended prematurely, because some of the employees

were desperately concerned about "client confidentiality" and

they would have construed my interest as too invasive.

In my opinion, "client confidentiality" was not the

issue. It became obvious that a few among the employees were

convinced that I was investigating not only the proficiency of

the agency but also their personal credentials. Responding

to their concerns I underwent a "client confidentiality

training" session with the director in charge of case

management. That meeting turned out to be little more than

a discussion regarding aspects of a clients' rights to privacy

with regard to personal information that is kept on file

for the specific use of agents acting on behalf of the

State of Oregon and the Refugee Early Employment Project. It

finished with my signing of a document that guaranteed I would

not access information from such files for personal use, nor

divulge details from records for purposes other than those

indicated by the Department of Human Resources, Adult and

Family Services. In spite of my efforts to allay fears, the

primary director or head of the agency felt it was necessary

to allow the staff the privilege of exercising their own

censorship with regard to my efforts in all aspects, and to

the extent they deemed appropriate. Thus they suppressed my

ability to accrue data and avoided answering my questions in

general, and in particular those pertaining to their personal
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background or opinions about the agency and its functions.

While some employees were helpful others avoided me entirely.

A few purposefully scheduled their initial meetings with new

clients when they knew I would not be present. What I was

able to ascertain from their cooperation, which allowed me

some observation and question privileges, was that the agency

did not have any information in their client records that I

needed or wanted. The limitations that were placed upon my

ability to observe or engage in conversation hampered my

research, but they did not obscure everything that was

discernable during the course of the business day. Therefore

I focused my questions on acceptable topics that the staff

would entertain about the general structure of their office

administration and how employees shared information about

their clients problems and needs.

Refugee clients who came in to pick up their REEP checks

or ask questions came to the main desk, and from a distance I

was able to observe their interaction with case management.

Despite the limitations that were forced upon my research, I

witnessed five initial intake appointments of new refugee

clients which regardless of the refugee's background proceed

in the same manner that is described in Chapter V.

Also due to the nature of my difficult internship

experience I was not able to get any information to speak of

regarding the employees assessment of their jobs. Therefore

the narrative in Chapter V reflects a discussion about the

structure of a refugee resettlement organization, its ethos
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and a general description of jobs as they relate to

interaction with refugee clients.
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CHAPTER III

Part 1: The Waves of Emigration and the Pentecostals' Flight

Religious persecution has been the primary reason for the

"Russian" exodus which actually began in the late 1800's.

Since then there have been successive periods or "waves" of

emigration from the Soviet Union. As a result, thousands of

individuals have sought refuge in the United States.

Exodus: The Waves of Emigration

There have been five large scale emigrations from

the Russian empire and the modern Soviet State. The period

between 1881 and 1914 could be characterized as the first

wave; it was an era when Jews began leaving in significant

numbers. Their escape from Tsarist Russia was a flight from

the legal restrictions that the Romanov empire had imposed

upon them. In summary they fled tightening controls which from

their inception had forced them to live in separate

neighborhoods and limited their occupations.

The second wave was the result of the economic chaos

and civil unrest caused by the disastrous clash between

ideologues and military factions during the successive

stages of the Russian Revolutionary period from 1917 to 1928.

The third wave came in the wake of World War II after Hitler's

onslaught which had devastated much of Eastern Europe and the

Soviet Union. Nineteen seventy-one marked the beginning of a

fourth wave when the Brezhnev regime began allowing larger

numbers of people to emigrate. It was in the advent of the
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fourth wave that the Soviets seemed to have contradicted their

"Nyet" policy which had previously curtailed emigration to a

mere trickle. Though official policy dictated that only those

who could prove familial ties in Israel would be allowed to

leave, the bureaucratic process was not uniformly implemented

or controlled, and as a result many individuals without valid

familial claims managed to cleverly snake their way through

the process. However they achieved their freedom, emigres

found their way to Israel first and then for many the final

destination became America. By 1981 approximately 100,000

Soviet emigres had settled in various regions of the United

States (Ripp 1984:18-33).

The Pentecostals

An article in the March 12, 1993 edition of the Oregonian

newspaper proposed that there is a "symmetry"' in the most

recent wave of Russian emigration to the United States, and

the report gave an account for the inception and spread of

pentecostalism in the Soviet Union. Apparently the Russian

Pentecostal faith has its roots in America. As the story goes,

while living in New York, Ivan Voranaev, a Baptist minister of

Russian ethnic origin, converted to a fundamental belief in

pentecostalism. Subsequently in 1911 he returned to Russia in

7 The word "symmetry" has two aspects. It reflects the
shared fate of persecution of Voranaev and his followers, and
his journey to Russia in connection with the subsequent return
of Pentecostals to the United States in later years.
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order to preach its tenets of conversion and healing. His

efforts were so well received in the Ukraine that by 1928 the

faith had spread to include more than 17,000 individuals, but

by the end of the 1920's the nascent Soviet state had

instituted a severe crackdown against organized religion.

Under Joseph Stalin's general orders enemies of the state,

including notable religious leaders, were systematically

eliminated from the public eye. Some were summarily executed

while others including Voranaev were sent to the Gulag in

Siberia. Imprisoned, Voranaev's persona metamorphosed, and as

the years passed he became a symbol of the persecuted.

Since then the Pentecostals, similar to the Soviet Jews,

have been victimized by decades of state sponsored persecution

in the Soviet Union. They became a small but growing number of

the fourth wave of emigration of individuals who sought

freedom of worship in a peaceful environment. Inspired by the

"Word" of the Holy Spirit of God and a belief in his will for

their success they came to America. Many were drawn to

Woodburn, Oregon where the "Veruyushi" or "Old Believers" from

an earlier wave of emigration had established a thriving

Russian community. In response to the growing demand for

ministry in Woodburn, the Reverend Ben Shevchenko established

the Russian Gospel Church in 1974 ("Symmetry" 1993).

The fifth and most recent wave of emigration began in the

late 1980's when Soviet president Mikhail Gorbachev initiated

a policy of "perestroika" or "restructuring" which included a

host of political reforms and new personal freedoms.
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"Glasnost" or "openness" was the hallmark of perestroika's new

freedoms and it was the wellspring of opportunity for those

who wanted to exit the Soviet Union under due legal process

and with the apparent blessing of legitimate authority. Though

in some respects political repression seemed to have lessened

under Gorbachev's governance, there was a significant increase

in discrimination at the local or community level as violence

from other religious and ethnic groups erupted which

heightened the persecution of the Pentecostals. By 1988 their

exodus swelled the tide of refugee numbers in third countrya

relocation centers where they waded through the process of

refugee relocation destined for the United States, and by

1989-90 their numbers surged forth like a swollen river

spilling from its banks (Oregon State, Year in Review

1991:11).

Oregon: A New Home

For many Ukrainians relocation to the United States has

been facilitated through the auspices of the International

Organization for Migration which provided low cost loans for

the purchase of airfare (Church World Services 1992). In the

1980's their initial area of residence in Oregon remained

centered in Woodburn. However due to their increasing numbers

and an insufficient housing and job market many moved to the

8 Refugees migrate to third country relocation centers
where they then reside until they may be repatriated to their
country of origin or are resettled within the allocation
numbers and legal processes of another country. Many Soviets
and Eastern Europeans have found their way to centers
located in Germany, Austria and Italy.
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Portland metropolitan area or migrated to other urban centers

which seemed promising. By 1989-90 a pattern of family and

community migration from the Ukraine had begun to establish

itself. Family members were encouraging others to come to

America, and in their communications they expounded upon the

opportunities and the freedom that awaited them.

Part 2: The Ukrainian Pentecostals in Oregon:
Their Perceptions and Expectations

Upon arrival Pentecostals' sense of self undergoes a

dramatic change. When asked, new community members often cite

the following as though it were from a religious cannon. "We

prefer to be thought of and spoken about as immigrants or new

Americans. NOT REFUGEES!" The emphasis seems to be on the

role that they would most prefer to associate themselves

with which is that of productive citizens rather than of

dependent refugees.

First Impressions

The initial phase of resettlement of Ukrainians in Oregon

has been accompanied by mixed feelings of euphoria and culture

shock. The immediate impression has been that America is the

land of their dreams - a place with an abundance of everything

imaginable and a profusion of cars and noise. This was

Dimitri's recollection about his first impressions.

When I saw the Marina Safeway. It stood out like
a beacon. MARINA SAFEWAY it said. Well I almost
got ran over, but from that moment I fell in
love with America. I dreamed of working there...
among the isles of fresh fruit, the deli...meat!
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The hurried pace of life in cities such as Portland quickly

heightens the sense of attention overload (Deutsch 1961:99-

110), and the nemesis of all refugees, confusion, waits for

inopportune moments to torment the senses and exacerbate self

doubt. Fortunately it is often friends and family who have

been in Oregon long enough to have stabilized their lives in

a new environment who come to the rescue by providing

advice and a sense of cultural continuity for their mystified

compatriots and kinsfolk.

This is the setting in which the Pentecostals find

themselves striving to meet the demands of achieving the basic

necessities, of learning a new language, and acquiring

important communicative skills in an American social context.

In the first few months sponsorship which includes

individuals, churches,9 and administrative and social

agencies also play a vital role in aiding the resettlement

process. They undertake a multifold responsibility of

arranging transportation for scheduled appointments, finding

housing and locating the tangible and intangible in order to

meet a plethora of other needs that accompany the Pentecostals

who arrive virtually penniless. Vladimir S. emphasized the

refugee's perspective of the significance of sponsorship and

their "zabotlivost" which in the Russian language means

thoughtfulness and genuine caring.

9 For detailed information regarding sponsors and their
cooperation in refugee resettlement consult Chapter V of this
document.
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We got here in the middle of the night, and we were so
tired. But the Reverend was waiting there at the
the airport with two other cars to take us home. He
asked if we were hungry, but all we wanted to do was
fall on the floor...and I wanted to call my brother.
The Reverend did that while we were sleeping, and
so I had breakfast with Volodya whom I hadn't seen for
nine years.

Community Environment

Throughout the seventies and eighties, family

migration from the Ukraine to various localities in Oregon

helped to establish a well developed social support

system which has contributed to the maintenance of their

language, religion and cultural norms and supported the

structure of their communities. Information in their

native language publications and other communicative eventsl°

has enabled the Pentecostal population to access supplemental

avenues" of financial and material support. The Pentecostals

are goal oriented toward personal achievement. Their consumer

interest is vested in the purchase of quality goods, land and

housing. Even though as refugees they are prohibited from

purchasing property until they receive their "Green Cards"2,

1° Newspaper advertisements, radio spots, posters and
mailings.

11 This type of support is available to the general
public and it consists of volunteer agencies who manage
clothing and food banks and other endeavors of a humanitarian
nature.

12 Green cards are issued to aliens and refugees
to indicate their status as permanent residents. They require
an initial twelve month residency.
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they begin "shopping" for housing and prospecting for small

businesses fairly soon after their arrival (Oregon State, Year

in Review 1991:32). Networking is also common and it reflects

the shopping and acquisition, and barter and exchange habits

which were a necessary subsistence function in Soviet society.

In Oregon, networking habits enable friends and family to

share information and to pool their resources to help one

another.

An equally important aspect of their social support

is the role of the sponsoring church. In appreciation of their

interest and out of the desire to maintain friendly contact,

Pentecostals participate in the activities of their sponsoring

churches long after the church's responsibility of aiding

their resettlement has legally expired. This sense of

responsibility also keeps Pentecostals from the Ukraine tied

to their interests in the motherland. They worry about the

relatives and friends they have left behind, and out of

concern and a sense of moral obligation Pentecostals regularly

send money and care packages13 back to their old communities

(Kennedy 1993).

Telephone Network

The system of social and economic support of the ethnic

community which has briefly been described is also enhanced

" Care packages usually contain items which are scarce
commodities in Soviet countries such as toiletries, soap,
paper products and dry foodstuffs.
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by personal or "one on one" communication. In that regard the

telephone provides an essential link among all the members of

an immediate community with the members of other similar

communities in the Portland metropolitan area and the

Willamette valley which extends 100 miles to the south.

For the elderly and for young women who are tied to the care

of a home and small children, the telephone is their main link

with others who share similar interests and help to

accommodate needs.

The telephone was my avenue to reach several of the

people whom I had met through my contact with others at

religious services and group activities. Yulia K. was one

among several young mothers of whom I had the pleasure of

making an acquaintance. She was twenty-four and bore the

responsibility of looking after four children whose ages

ranged from seven months to four years. In addition she took

care of her husband's mother who had recently joined their

family. Even though her mother-in-law helped out with the

household chores she was incapacitated quite frequently with

severe bouts of congestive heart failure. As a consequence the

burden of her nursing care fell on Yulia's shoulders. Yulia

explained that

The telephone is my only companion sometimes. I can call
out to Lidya or Zoya or whomever and know that they know
my loneliness too. We read the food advertisements in
the newspapers together over the phone and plan our
shopping trips. If I cannot go out because of "Mother"
then I can get one of them to help me. They will at
least bring what I need when I need it.
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I asked her what they did together as friends, but she

could not think of anything that was not an activity of

necessity except that they occasionally got together for

cooking and other preparations in connection with holidays.

"Mother" held a different opinion about the phone. To

her it was a means of mobility in the sense that she could

call her other son and daughter-in-law who lived 90 miles away

in Lebanon, and then in Yulia's presence complain about her

health and Yulia's lack of compassion. This annoyed Yulia to

no end. She griped that "Mother" was always looking for more

sympathy, and that she wanted to direct her efforts in

everything from housekeeping to feeding the baby. In spite

of what seemed like a tense situation though, both women acted

in concert to keep the house in order and the children well

cared for. Indeed their home seemed to be the center of

their universe, but because of their isolation they had

learned very little English. Their situation was similar to

many other families whose kitchen was the center of activity.

The television which sat nearby murmured its commercials and

soap operas in the afternoons. As "Mother" shuffled around in

worn out slippers and ironed, she watched the melodramas

and speculated about what was said. Yulia kept herself busy

with other innumerable tasks, but occasionally stole a glance

and offered her own opinion. Yet even if it was for only a few

minutes at a time, it was the telephone which rang off and on

that kept Yulia company. Judging by her remarks and her

answers to my questions, it kept her in touch with the
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outside world which primarily consisted of her friends and

neighbors. She spoke to them in Ukrainian and her

conversations were inflected with pleasant tones, a laugh now

and then and an occasional sigh.

However when someone from a government office or social

agency called, her tenor would change completely. She

explained that the necessity of using formal Russian instead

of Ukrainian made it difficult for her to communicate, and it

was obvious at times that such calls were an unwanted

intrusion as her answers in Russian became short and abrupt.

I asked her about those calls and she said

They think I'm able to work and that I should get a
sitter if Mother can't take care of my children. I
wonder how they think I will pay for a sitter? All of
my money would go for the job that I am supposed to do.
After all what does four dollars an hour get? Nothing
except maybe motherless children and a stranger in my
house. No. I won't do it unless they make me (take a
job) like others."

Another of her frequent callers was an older gentleman

named Feodor who lived two blocks away. He came to America to

live with his daughter when he was fifty-seven. At sixty-one

he was forced to retire from a welding job, because arthritis

had swollen his hands to a disfiguring proportion.

In order to meet expenses, his daughter worked a lot of

over time at a dry cleaning store. His teenaged grandchildren

were busy in youthful pursuits, and they were discontented and

restless if forced to stay at home. This left him sitting

alone and idle for many hours of the day. The telephone was

his companion. He called the neighbors whenever he thought he

could offer advice or input into their affairs. More
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importantly he made up reasons to call social service

agencies who employed Russian or Ukrainian speakers. When he

made contact he would engage them in lengthy conversations,

and drew out his requests for information and so forth in long

detailed discussions of his present circumstances and family's

needs. Some of the agencies resorted to putting him on hold

for long periods of time, but they tried to satisfy him, and

promised to respond to his requests according to their time

constraints and limitations.

Nevertheless (and to my surprise) his telephone contacts

actually proved beneficial. At times it produced financial

help such as energy assistance for the electric and gas bill

in the winter and donations of food, clothing and other gifts

from philanthropic organizations. At other times he managed to

garner information from the neighbors about something

important, and then pass it on to his daughter who was usually

too busy to telephone others. In any measure, telephoning was

Feodor's favorite pastime, and it was remarkable how much

fellowship it generated for a lonely old man. In the evenings

he would call other men in the area and help coordinate their

community activities with pastors of sponsoring churches.

Overall the effect of Feodor's effort, in contributing to

the telephone network, served to function as a community

service that provided a continual influx of information and

exchange of ideas within the Ukrainian community.
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Expectations

The re-establishment of familial ties and religious

persecution are not the only reason why the Pentecostals have

left the Ukraine. Mounting concerns over the affects of air

and water pollution and serious quakes prompted many to leave

for the sake of their health and safety. The decline of the

Brezhnev years and the subsequent Gorbachev and Yeltsin

regimes wrought economic chaos and social disorder which

further justified their desire to leave. Basic necessities

were sometimes scarce with virtually nothing available to buy

from the state stores where prices were still affordable. In

addition to reports from friends and media coverage on the

second and third channels of the Soviet Union's state

television system, these aspects "fed" the Pentecostals'

expectations that America had the capacity and resources to

meet their needs. In spite of the fact that they have found a

minimal level of peace and comfort, the financial pressures

remain unabated.

The initial disillusionment occurs when the Pentecostals

discover the high cost of living. The U.S. government does

not subsidize basic support such as rent, utilities, medical

care and food which they had assumed was under some level of

control as it was in the former Soviet Union. The expense of

advanced education and vocational schools seems, in the

immediate light of their circumstances, to be an

insurmountable problem. Job availability and its demands
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for advanced technical skills exemplify the need for more

education and work experience in order to receive wages that

exceed the minimum standard. Therefore they soon realize that

the financial reward of participating in the REEP program is

only an emergency measure which helps them to survive. Job

interview training accomplishes very little toward satisfying

their expectations and consumer interest. Thus the financial

and job availability dilemma sets the stage for disenchantment

with the REEP program, and it is the foundation of anxieties

that often magnify, in their perception and interpretation of

events, the seriousness of their circumstances and complaints.

Ludmila Gorokovskaya, who was one of my first contacts,

privately confided her disappointment and sense of economic

entrapment in what she labeled as "the employment tangle" of

the REEP program.

I had such high hopes. I wanted to make a nice home
right away. I wanted for Sasha to go to a good trade
school and get a job so he could buy the things he
wanted. But we are stuck here. We have to do this...
in order to get that, and we have to go here...first
before we can do anything else. Otherwise, we have
no money and I do not want to burden my sister worse
still.

As it turned out group outings for picnics and shopping

became an avenue in which several members of the Ukrainian

community voiced similar concerns. In concert with Ludmila's

comment, they found agreement among themselves with respect to

their discontent with the REEP program and the economic system

of the U.S.in general. Having a limited understanding of the

financial obligations the average American citizen faces,

their discussions also focused on their perception of their
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own financial difficulties in relation to what they perceived

were social inequalities.

One afternoon in our search to find a new sweater that

Tanya Z. could afford she wondered aloud "Why do we get old

things from our sponsors? They have homes and cars. They have

everything. We ask for so little and they give us old, worn

out junk."

Her comments prompted complaints from others whose sense

of outrage against economic injustices were fomented by the

financial limitations of their immediate circumstances.

Expenses which they considered unnecessary and economically

unfair (in light of their limited incomes) such as banking

fees, car insurance and taxes exacerbated their aggravation

with what they called the "public system". As they explained

themselves, they referred to the "Soyuz" which was the Soviet

system and compared its functions to the United States.

Dismayed, a few remarked about the lack of government

subsidies for necessities such as rent and utilities. In their

perspective the public system of support should be directly

connected with the well being of families, and that the state

was obligated to control such things as food pricing, housing

and medical care. "Surely America can do this. This is a rich

country. We see what you have, and we want the same things."

was the group perspective which Maxim V. and Joseph A.

translated from the Ukrainian language.

A consensus formed with regard to their shared

financial and job dilemas, and it surfaced on many occasions
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when the discussion fell on the subject of employment and

REEP funding. Gregori R. was one of the most outspoken

individuals who, during the random course of conversation

in a group picnic, contributed his comments that seemed to

reflect the prevailing sentiment of many Ukrainians.

My sister's family gets more REEP money than we do and
so things are not so hard for them. She has six
children you know. All under ten. I know REEP money is
based on the number of people in the family, but it is
not fair that they get enough REEP money to pay the
bills and we get less. It does not make sense to me.
I work hard everyday and still I get no raise. We need
more money. We are barely able to live. I have only my
wife to help me, and our children are too young. They
need to go to school and besides learning English is
important. I need it now so that I can get a better
job, but the classes are really expensive at the
college and I am too tired at night to go anyway. So
what can we do? We are all stuck in this wonderful
place that will not let us do better. The job
coordinators (of the REEP program) do not tell our
employers to pay us more. Instead they tell us we have
to take the job in order to keep our REEP money. They
should know that we can not live on so little. They
should know that. Sometimes I think they want us to
struggle...to suffer.

An older couple in their late fifties Pavel M. and his wife

Ludya underscored the financial problems that aging refugees

face. Pavel was intent on convincing me and anyone else who

would listen that he was infirm. He believed that because of

his age and the retired status that he had enjoyed in Soviet

Union, he was entitled to receive the benefits of Social

Security Insurance. No matter how the system had been

explained to him he was convinced that he was disabled

and deserving of government support.

You know Konfetka, others do not stay here in Portland
because of the money. We all want to do our best, but
no matter what some of us just cannot survive here.
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They make old and sick people who were retired find
jobs. Like me I'm sick. The doctor at the clinic here
said so, and my heart is not so good. But a "jobs" man
thinks I can sweep or something. Well, I will do it (a
job) if he finds me one, but I am not sure that I can
work for long. Besides that most jobs will not pay the
rent.

When I asked him and others about those who had moved

away, I received mixed and mostly negative reactions to the

idea. Apparently their sense or consciousness about what

American citizens think about them and how they are judged is

tied to their ability to maintain jobs and put on a "good

face". For the most part they disdained those who had moved

just across the state border to Vancouver, Washington where

it was possible to access the public welfare system more

easily and with fewer strings attached to cooperation in

finding employment. Even though by virtue of their own

difficulties they understood the reasons why others moved,

they consistently condemned such behavior as lazy and

defeatist. They remarked that they most certainly did not want

to be compared to those who quit trying to succeed. Alexander

T's resentment seemed to spill out while he scanned the Help

Wanted section of a newspaper, and his comments echoed their

responses.

We are not lazy and we do not want to seem ungrateful,
but the others...well, they have problems. We are not
like them. No not at all, and we do not even associate
with them unless it is necessary because they make us
all seem like we are no good. I think they are really
bad for us, and it is a terrible example that they set
by getting easy money someplace else. They give us a bad
reputation.

In summary, the information (or rather misinformation)

gathered prior to the Pentecostals entry in the U.S. bolstered
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their expectations that they were going to live in a country

where they were entitled to what they perceived would be an

equitable share of the economic "pie". The sense of

entitlements and equal rights corresponded to their experience

in the former Soviet Union where expected guarantees or fixed

laws established a minimum level of an acceptable living

standard in terms of wages, housing and discretionary income.

The financial difficulties that they have experienced in

Oregon, in conjunction with the obligation to accept any kind

of work, have significantly contributed to their negative

assessment of the resettlement experience. However they

continue to strive for self-sufficiency as they seek

social approval and support from their friends and neighbors

and the community in general. Therefore they are interested in

bolstering their reputation as valuable contributors to

society and resent others who have moved to the state of

Washington and elsewhere in order to obtain more government

support.

Contract Obligation

The focus of this section is in response to a general

consensus among participants of opinion, commentary and

complaint. It considers the Refugee Early Employment Project

(REEP) as administered by SOAR," Sponsors Organized to

" See Chapter IV for a detailed description of SOAR's
legal mandate and Chapter V regarding its organization.
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Assist Refugees to be one of the most important social

elements to affect the perception and actions of Ukrainian

Pentecostals. Its purpose is to assist refugees in becoming

self sufficient as soon as possible by providing language

education and job interview training. As an incentive for

voluntary cooperation refugees are given financial assistance

and medical benefits. Aside from the generous donations of

private individuals and public institutions, the REEP program

is the only avenue that provides a sufficient combination of

funds, training and benefits which may be accessed with

relative ease and in a timely fashion. Therefore, Pentecostals

have obliged themselves by contracting to participate in order

to receive the help they desperately need. In the course of

fulfilling their obligations however their initial euphoria

fades as they discover aspects of living in America that do

not equal their expectations. This gives rise to a host of new

problems, difficulties and a myriad of complaints as they

attempt to organize a variety of new information within the

framework of their cultural beliefs, knowledge and new

experiences.

Transportation

In an effort to appease their case managers and job

developers, the Ukrainians try to help themselves toward self-

sufficiency. The availability of transportation was a

preeminent factor in determining the Ukrainians' assessment of

their ability to sucoema in finding jobs and maintaining them.

The prospect of limited funds proved to be a monumental
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barrier for them to overcome in finding cheap and reliable

transportation. Nikolai B., who was a recent arrival, had not

been able to save much money toward the purchase of a car. As

a result he experienced no small amount of difficulty in

getting to appointments and his job on time. Delays in the bus

schedule were a constant source of worry and he was resolved

to buy a car as soon as possible. Others indicated similar

worries. Ivan S. was very blunt when he offered his opinions.

While I helped his wife make something similar to ravioli

which they call "peroshki", he stood looking out the front

window of their apartment. He was waiting for a friend to

take him to work, because their sponsor had suddenly stopped

providing transportation. He said that he was "fed up" with

waiting for sponsors and friends who offered to chauffeur him

and his family.

We need our own car. Every time I call someone I wonder
what if they do not come to pick us up? My wife is
having a baby soon. I need a car now, and that means I
have to get a driver's license. But I keep failing the
test. Those forms...I cannot understand the questions.

Belief, Expectation and Perception

"A man should not work on the Sabbath." was the refrain

I often heard from the men when they and their families

gathered together for a meal after their private religious

services. When I asked them about their reasons for not

working on Sundays and other holy days, my questions provoked

an outpouring of sentiment. They were in agreement with

Viktor L. who said that "God works his will among us, and we

are obligated to honor him and keep at least the one day
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(Sunday) in his name. We should not work on the sabbath, but

some of us have to if we are to keep our jobs."

Religious beliefs were not the only issues of concern

that were voiced with regard to matters of employment. For

some, their problems seemed to stem from their disappointment

in job availability which did not correspond to their training

or previously held occupations. Participants had initially

thought that their job skills would directly translate into

suitable qualifications for jobs in America.

Sergei B. exemplified the frustration experienced by

many refugees seeking jobs. "I was an engineer. I don't

understand why they (REEP) refuse to get me a job where I can

use my skills." When others sided with his opinion that the

demands of the REEP program were unrealistic in many respects,

their concept of the state's role in their employment

opportunities became evident. The idea that the state should

provide jobs commensurate with their abilities and financial

needs was a primary factor in the Ukrainians' assessment of

the success or failure of the REEP program.

This also affected their perception of the moral

character of case managers and other individuals involved in

aiding refugee resettlement. Igor M. speculated that case

managers and job developers were only interested in their pay

checks. During lunch one Sunday afternoon he volunteered to

help me in my research and asked the others who were present

what they thought the motive was behind case managers' and job

developers' "behavior". The responses wrought momentary havoc
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as they argued among themselves about the requirements of the

REEP program versus the individual efforts of case management.

The group (of about 20 people) eventually concluded that their

own success with jobs depended upon their job developers' care

and attention in helping them acquire a job that was not

boring and commensurate with their individual abilities. Yet

the extremes of opinion were vocalized in angry emotion.

Victor B.insisted that

They like to rule us and tell us to go here and there.
They try to make us follow impossible schedules and they
think it is alright to change the rules. I have gone out
to those interviews they set up. I have followed the
instructions, but I cannot make someone hire me. My job
developer thinks I am avoiding work and he has
threatened to cut off our REEP money altogether. That is
not in the rules, and I do not think he can get by with
that. So...I have argued my case and they have penalized
me when they felt like it.

Liza and Alexi N. had a different opinion. They were incensed

with Victor B's attitude and Liza made sure that I had

recorded their input verbatim. Her husband, Alexi, said

Well, we definitely do not agree with you. We have taken
the jobs that have been offered to us. The job developer
does what he can to help out and make things easier. If
you arrive late for an interview or you are always late
for your job, then of course you will not get a job or
keep one. If you are being penalized Victor, then it is
because you are refusing to live up to your agreement.
It is the same one we all sign you know. I know what is
on it.

Communication on the Job

Misunderstandings on the job with employers was a common

complaint due to the lack of effective communication and the

impact of negative cultural stereotyping among co-workers.

Zoya P. realized that her lack of English skills and a useful
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vocabulary was the source of her troubles. One evening when we

were sharing our sewing secrets she commented on the problem.

My boss does not understand me. No matter how hard I
try. I think he is angry with me most of the time, and
I think that makes the others (workers) think bad things
about me. Like yesterday I was counting the number of
clothing pieces in an order and when I was finished I
put them in the bag and I stapled the name of the store
on the outside so that they would know where it was
supposed to go. Well...the thing is that my boss got
really upset because I did not put the order slip with
the number on the outside. He did not tell me I had to
do that. No one said anything and there were three other
people who stood by and watched me not do it right. My
God... it seems they will not speak to me most of the
time. How is it possible to learn anything there if
they refuse to show me or tell me things?"

Oftentimes during group discussions individuals would

bring up similar issues of communication with their bosses and

other coworkers. Leonid R. agreed with the comments of others

when he discussed his relationship with his boss. When I asked

him to describe it, he was quick to say "He never listens. He

is a Kontornik." What he meant was that his boss was an

uninterested administrative director. His brothers chimed in

and added that it was difficult if not unbearable to work with

men who understood so little about them.

This has led to disappointment and quarrels with

employers over promises made and agreements broken. Some

participants indicated that once their trust had been violated

in this manner they had to quit regardless of the

consequences. In the heat of emotion such misunderstandings

have driven participants in the REEP program to follow

improper procedures such as quitting their jobs without

notifying their job coordinator and case manager in advance.
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In that event, case management has had no choice with regard

to working out the problem since the participant has

essentially "burned his bridge" and case management is

compelled to follow up with a non-compliance hearing out of

which penalties and sanctions may be imposed upon the

participants' REEP funding.15 This underscores the problem

which is the nexus of interpretation and written and spoken

communication.

Language and Cultural Barriers

Language and its various forms, interpretations, usage

and contextual aspects is the pivotal issue and essential key

to understanding problems as they emerge from the

communicative context of the REEP program. Participants

consistently remarked that they had a number of obstacles to

overcome. They expected that they would learn English quickly

and easily, but there were problems in understanding and

communicating with ESL instructors who spoke little or no

Russian. Training classes for job interview skills presented

equal difficulties in mastering conversational English due

to the instructors use of English language and the time

limitations of classroom participation. The issue also arose

with regard to keeping children interested in school because

they were at a disadvantage in that they were trying to

understand instructions while attempting to learn English in

connection with studying a variety of new subjects.

15 For a description of a non-compliance hearing
refer to Chapter V.
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Ukrainians also noted that they had problems in making their

wishes known and understood by their sponsors and agency staff

members involved in the multiple aspects of their

resettlement.

Olga K. and Constantine N. who were engaged to be married

demonstrated that fact one day when they arrived at SOAR for

an appointment with their case manager. While they waited for

her to return to her desk, another young woman attempted to

assist them. She spoke to them in Russian but they stared at

her blankly and then looked around and said to each other

"What did she say? What is that language? ". Their case

manager who had heard everything from the office doorway

laughed and said to them "She's speaking Russian. Can't you

understand that."

From that moment on it was altogether apparent to me that

the outstanding element which contributes to confusion and

misunderstandings within the context of the REEP participants

cultural interpretation is the Ukrainians' level of bilingual

competency. By virtue of the organization of the Soviet state

and its goal to unify the republics, the Pentecostals from the

Ukraine were forced to learn two languages. Their mother

tongue, or language of origin is Ukrainian, while Russian is

learned as the language of the state and official

communication. The basics of the two languages are taught in

grade school, and the upper or secondary grade levels beyond

the seventh grade place an emphasis upon learning Russian. Yet

for the Pentecostals, in addition to the persecution they have
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suffered, this created an immediate barrier to achievement.

They had been relegated to jobs which required few skills, and

therefore many did not seek to develop their education beyond

elementary levels. Thus they missed the opportunity to

maximize their vocabularies and communicative skills in

Russian. It was a medium of communication which seemed to have

limited usefulness from their perspective, and it has been

primarily associated with the bureaucracy and political

agendas of the state.

The impression or perception of its purpose and

usefulness remains an active part of the interpretive skills

that the Pentecostals employ in their communication with SOAR

and other agencies. Case managers do have a mastery of a

variety of social registers in Russian but few are able to

understand or speak Ukrainian which is an entirely separate

language from Russian. During the course of meetings with case

management, when more than one family member may be present,

the family member who is primarily responsible for the

communication of the family's interest will simultaneously

attempt to translate in Ukrainian the content of the

conversation to other members of the family (Kennedy 1993).

Nina R. and her son Vladimir exemplified this type of

family communication. They had experienced considerable

difficulty in filling out immigration paperwork, and had

accessed their case manager at SOAR for assistance on more

than one occasion. In the course of their conversations,

whenever the case manager paused, Nina would turn toward her
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son and repeat all of the pertinent details in Ukrainian.

Vladimir's replies were then reaffirmed by Nina who translated

them in Russian for the benefit of the case manager. One day

after a particularly exhaustive session with similar clients,

a case manager remarked "Sometimes I don't understand what

they're saying. It isn't Russian. It sounds sort of...well I

don't mean anything bad by this, but it sounds like

"hillbilly" talk to me.".

Bilingualism and Categories of Meaning

The Pentecostals classify their communication with

case managers at SOAR and other agencies within the context of

official communication. This includes all paper work and other

communicative aspects which represent the authority of the

state. By extension, lexical categorization of agents of

resettlement and agency activities is according to terminology

from the Russian language. Twelve Russian words consistently

came up in many conversations that had centered on employment

and the Pentecostals' perspective of their resettlement

experience. For the sake of convenience they have been listed

below with their corresponding English meanings and a

subsequent discussion explains their importance;

O GrGGC1 narodni, the people

'4jd-7/(246,64 kontrol, domination

y2/1c,Aw/zr_4. spravedlivie, equitable

(1)2( 6-(7f (1.0 bestidnie, brazen

,4(-/Ca golovolomka, brain twister

ekzamen, test
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Z-ec_-22-7,6-e-/--(/-(6u-L gosudarstvenie, state

/,- a;.716-'(--6-/--/z-e-e....} voyskazivanie, stated

2 a 9;-7-6

ystanovlenie zakon, fixed law

pravno pravie, equal rights

izlagat, to state one's case

717t4:i.&) imet pravo na, to be entitled to

The Soviet state and a comparison of how it exercised

authority in controlling their lives was predominant in their

thoughts. The Ukrainian Pentecostals, who view themselves as

a people or separate nation had grown accustomed to the

rigorous intrusions of Soviet rule into their personal lives,

and equated the dominant feature of Soviet central control

with the efforts of resettlement agencies in the

administration of the REEP program. The concept of control

correlated most directly with the bureaucracy of the Soviet

State and the their career options. They attributed the same

level of authority to resettlement agencies and the REEP

program. The difficulties experienced in employment and

language training were linked to deliberate attempts by the

"State" to create impossibly high standards and "braintwister"

examinations and paper work. Therefore subsequent

disappointment with low skill, entry level positions and the

minimum wage structure solidified their perception of the role

of resettlement in the administration of the REEP program as

an activity of the "State" designed to keep them locked into

undesirable jobs. As a result of their experience, they often

times mentioned that they thought they should be entitled to
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equal rights under the law which in their perspective should

allow them to state their case or make an appeal for

reconsideration. In retrospect, their discussions were seeking

what would be a more fair or equitable distribution of job

assignments commensurate with their skills.

Mixed Signals: A Problem of Interpretation

In connection with language usage, classification and

the categorization of official communication, the participants

cited the confusion that fluctuating eligibility rules

and requirements have caused. REEP funding is subject to

the discretionary measures of the Office of Refugee

Resettlement and occasionally this federal agency has been

forced to consider reducing the amount of funding and

months of eligibility. As a result they must send out letters

of notification regarding pending cuts, but there have

been instances when funding was not reduced and so the

expected cuts did not occur. From the participants' point of

view this is not only an example of the vacillation and

instability they equate with Soviet authority but it is also

an unacceptable or unreasonable method of handling affairs.

Evgenia D. was among many who had received such a

notice. She called me late at night and read the letter

to me over the telephone. I was at a loss for words, but

I managed to utter my condolences. Her stinging reply was

That is how all of you see it. "Oh I am so sorry."
Well what do they know. How can I make any plans?
They keep telling me something different. If it is
not letters then it is Welfare. If it is not Welfare
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then it is my church. I thought they all were supposed
to help. You tell me...how can I live more cheaply?

In general, this example reflects some of the negative

aspects of the refugee resettlement process which has

reinforced the Pentecostals perception of themselves as

distant from authority as they were in the Soviet Union. They

categorize their origin as descendants of the "narodni" which

links their identity as a people of Christian spirituality and

moral uprightness. When something unpleasant or negative in

some respect arises within the context of their

communications and the REEP program, they insulate its effect

and deflect responsibility by attributing the situation to the

external forces of the state. They do not admit that the

problem is of their own invention or as a consequence of their

actions.

In that regard there were several incidents that I had

witnessed, but the most significant of them occurred when

a family nearly lost their REEP benefits because they had

failed to turn in their monthly income report. Accordingly

the case manager was forced to close their file which

eliminated their benefits. Mr. Trifonev who was the head

of the family angrily complained that the paperwork asked for

information that was none of the case manager's business.

In actuality, the function of the paper work was

misunderstood, and the unpleasant and time consuming act of

filling out forms was neglected. Thus the task of informing

case management of their financial status which was

needed to determine continuing eligibility was simply avoided
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by the Trifonevs who insisted that the case manager already

had the information in their file. In his defence Mr. Trifonev

maintained that "It is the case manager's responsibility to

look it up!".

Another family failed to keep their appointments with

their case manager and job developer. In reality the problem

was attributable to their lack of reliable transportation. Yet

the head of the family laid the blame on case management by

saying that the case manager knew that they had no

transportation, and that he was unreasonable to expect them to

figure out the bus schedule.

Communicative aspects such as the exclusive use of

the Russian language and the process of paperwork as employed

by agents of authority involved in the REEP program have had

the affect of intensifying the Ukrainians' perception that

they are dealing with a "brazen" or forceful entity which must

be managed carefully, and to whom information must be

selectively revealed. The Ukrainians' initial response to case

managers' inquiries has been context dependent according to

the kind of questions that have been asked. Information of a

personal nature may be reserved or withheld from the REEP case

management process as the participants believe that such

information is none of the case manager's business. Data that

the Ukrainians have considered to be of a very personal nature

and which could potentially damage their "public" reputation

has often not been revealed. It should be noted again that

throughout the course of my association with the Ukrainians,
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they repeatedly cautioned me not to tell SOAR or anyone else

associated with the government about their complaints.

In private conversations some of my confidants admitted

that they had avoided revealing information, because they were

afraid that it might have jeopardized their refugee status.

The importance of this aspect should not be overlooked as

their conception or understanding of case managements' efforts

was construed as invasive and at times seemed threatening to

them. Responding to my inquiries the International Health

Clinic, where initial medical exams are given to refugees,

indicated that they suspected that many refugees withheld

information about medical problems because they feared it

would jeopardize their families' ability to gain entry to the

U.S. One nurse, who preferred not to be identified because of

the issue of confidentiality, said that there had been

instances of patients with terminal cancer having hidden their

condition from authorities until they were assured of their

families' refugee asylum in Oregon.

From my own observations I was able to verify that

the withholding of important medical information has

occasionally caused more problems than it has avoided. In the

worst case a pregnant woman, who had previously undergone

several abortions, failed to tell her doctor and case manager.

The pregnancy with its high risk factor of failure or

premature birth nearly caused her to lose her life.

Fortunately she and her baby survived, and I received the

benefit of her interest in my research which deepened my own
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understanding of refugees' fears. As she nursed her precious

son, Vera L. explained to me her reasons for holding back

information.

I converted (to the Pentecostal faith) late. Before
then I had, had a few affairs and a few mistakes.
Eventually I moved to another city so that I could
have a better job and where they did not know about
my past. I was not bad, just young and stupid. When I
met the man I wanted to marry, I knew that I could not
tell him that I had, had several abortions. Not because
he would condemn me, but because he was so honest. He
would feel like he should tell his family, and that I
could not face. I became pregnant while we were awaiting
the processing of our immigration papers. I kept telling
myself that maybe I should tell a doctor about it, but
I felt fine. Anyway I was still afraid. After we arrived
in Oregon, the case manager asked us a lot of questions,
and the health clinic that he sent us to for our
examinations pressed me for information...but I
believed that if I said anything they might send us
back (to Russia). My lie finally caught up with me
though and I became sick in about my seventh month and
hemorrhaged. The church was very kind. They got me a
private doctor. I was so scared I told him the truth,
and I begged him not to tell my family or any
authorities. I just could not bear the shame of it.

Summary

After the initial shock of resettlement fades, Ukrainians

begin to gain an understanding of the new economic and social

system to which they must adjust. Unrealistic expectations,

hopes and desires give way to the realization that they

essentially must start from the bottom and work their way up

in their occupations and living standards. In spite of the

difficulties they have encountered, their self-assessment

indicated that they consider themselves to be "New Americans"

striving to succeed in the slow process of resettlement and

economic integration into their communities.
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Their bilingual competency plays a key role in the

comprehension of voluntary agencies efforts to assist them.

The necessity of communicating in the Russian language with

agencies of resettlement influences the Ukrainian refugees'

perception of the social and political aspects of both the

the resettlement process and the case managers role in which

they are cast in the bureaucratic light of the Soviet regime.

As a consequence, refugees from the Ukraine seek to affect

control over their own lives and promote a good public image.

In the effort to preserve their individual privacy and

maintain their desirability as admissible refugees, they may

withhold personal information from federal and state

authorities.

This picture is the background out of which communicative

events with agencies of resettlement emerge as an important

factor in the formation of refugees' attitudes. While

voluntary agencies efforts are directed toward the well

being of their refugee constituency, the process of

communication is fraught with problems inherent to the system

of resettlement in Oregon which has a larger aim of serving a

diverse population.
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CHAPTER IV

Regulatory Mandates of Immigration and Refugee Resettlement

The history of the United States is largely one of

immigration. As a refuge for the persecuted and downtrodden,

America remains a destination and a place where hope,

freedom and opportunity thrive in the hearts and minds of men.

When the United Nations first instituted programs to cope

with refugee resettlement in the aftermath of World War II

they were conceived with the expectation that resettlement as

an issue of concern would be short lived. However, the problem

of refugee resettlement has not subsided. Instead it has grown

in increasing proportions since the beginning of the Cold War.

While nations have fought other nations, and regions within

political boundaries have self inflicted the wounds of war

and annihilation, millions of victims have fled their homes

seeking places of safety and asylum. Hence the imperative of

the United Nations to assist refugees in seeking permanent

solutions for their plight has evolved over time, and it is

now the primary impetus for immigration law in the United

States.

The following information is intended as an overview

of the development of the U.N. mandate, its application in

U.S.law and the significant changes that have occurred in the

evolution of rules and regulations affecting the admission of

refugees to the United States. The closing sub-headings

reflect the advent of the State of Oregon's Refugee program
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which characterize its development and delegation of authority

in planning for refugee services.

The United Nations High Commission for Refugees

Since the 1940's the United Nations has been interested

in caring for refugees, and has consistently given priority to

the resolution of repatriation and resettlement of those

fleeing persecution in any form. Responding to the initial

problem of persons displaced by World War II, of whom a

significant number were Eastern Europeans and Soviets, the

U.N. established the International Refugee Organization (IRO)

which assumed the tasks of smaller agencies in the

repatriation of millions of individuals in their countries of

origin. Because of the numbers who had lost all ties to their

homeland or who were afraid to return, the IRO began seeking

permanent solutions for what was considered a temporary

phenomena (Levine 1985).

In January of 1951 the Office of the United Nation High

Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) was established with a

three year mandate to continue addressing the needs and

issues related to refugee management. Since then their

mandate has been consistently renewed which reflects the

fact that the UNHCR is called upon to protect refugees

and displaced persons wherever they may be (UNHCR 1993).

The U.N. General Assembly Resolution 428 (V) of December

1950 defines refugees as displaced persons who owing to a well

founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race,

religion, nationality or political opinion, are outside the
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country of their nationality and are unable or owing to such

fear or for reasons other than personal convenience, are

unwilling to avail themselves of the protection of that

country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside

the country of former habitual residence, are unable or, is

unwilling to return to it.

This definition has remained the mandate of the UNHCR

as it seeks protection of refugees and durable (long lived)

solutions to their problems. Following this example the

United States has subsequently adopted measures in response to

the UNHCR'S requests for international cooperation in matters

concerning refugee resettlement (UNHCR 1988, 1993).

An Overview of U.S. Policy and Process

Three acts which have been signed into law since

1965 have established the primary criteria under which

the United States bases its policies and target numbers

of admissions of refugees (Oregon State, Year in Review

1991:21-31). The first which was signed in 1965 by President

Lyndon Johnson which abolished the original national quota

system that was based upon a 1920 census and added two special

categories that would allow consideration for individual case

merits and the admittance of immediate relatives of citizens

already living in the United States.

The Refugee Act of 1980 was a more comprehensive piece of

legislation which was enacted in order to implement a more

uniform and systematic refugee policy that would treat all

refugees on an equitable basis. It also redefined the term
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"refugee" in accordance with the United Nations High Command

for Refugees (UNHCR).16 Regarding matters of asylum,

provisions were made for granting an extension of resident

status for a period not exceeding one year.

Under this act the Office of Refugee Resettlement

(ORR) was established under the auspice of the office of

Health and Human Services. The federal intent was to provide

an agency which would handle the multiple concerns of refugee

resettlement without burdening the primary agencies of Health

and Welfare. Provisions were set forth which were to provide

100% reimbursement for costs incurred by the states for a

maximum period of three years (Oregon State, Year in Review

1990, 1991):

1. Cash assistance was made available under a modified

Aid to Families with Dependent Children program.

2. Medicaid assistance was provided for all refugees.

Supplemental Social Security Income was amended to

provide support for the disabled and older refugees

who did not qualify for other types of assistance.

3. Funding for projects such as ESL and various vocational

training programs was appropriated to assist refugees

under the management of voluntary agencies of resettlement

in securing employment. This funding was also extended to

16 See the section titled Refugee Processing for a
complete description.
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include special education services, particularly for

English language training in the public school systems.

4. Consideration for the advancement of child welfare

services prompted a revision of funding which provided

for three years after the arrival of minor child or

until the age of 18 if unaccompanied by a parent.

5. Unemployment insurance under the Department of Labor

was revised to provide assistance to refugees in the

case of disabling injuries and job losses.

The Immigration Act of 1990 signed by President

George Bush was enacted as a comprehensive overhaul of the

immigration system. Its primary concerns addressed matters

related to family sponsored, employment based and "diversity"

immigration. This new law established a very complex system of

ceiling caps, "pierceable quotas" and mathematical

formulations that set preference numbers for family

immigration which essentially allowed for flexibility with

numbers of admissions beyond the limitations of 12 month

periods or other fiscal considerations.

Separate systems were established for family-sponsored,

employment related and diversity based immigration.

Family Preference entails four subcategories:

First preference includes unmarried adult sons and

daughters of U.S. citizens.

Second preference covers the spouse and minor children of

permanent residents and the unmarried adult sons and
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daughters of permanent residents.

Third preference includes married sons and daughters of

U.S. citizens.

Fourth preference allows for the inclusion of the

brothers and sisters of adult U.S. citizens.

Employment based immigration established criteria for

employment visas which takes into consideration levels

of skill offered by professionals with advanced degrees

or exceptional ability and skilled workers who offer

services and skills not available in the U.S., and

diversity visas are available for displaced nationals of

Tibet and Hong Kong (Oregon State, Year in Review 1991).

Refugee Processing

As stated above the Refugee Act of 1980 established

a new definition which accords with UNHCR criteria. The

term "refugee" in U.S. policy means;

1. Any person who is outside his country of nationality,

or in the case of a person having no nationality, is

outside any country in which such person last

habitually resided, and who is unable or unwilling

to avail himself or herself of the protection of that

country because of persecution or a well-founded fear

of persecution on account of race, religion, nationality,

membership in a particular social group, or political

opinion (UNHCR 1993).
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Refugee status is determined first in overseas processing

centers prior to arrival in the U.S.. Qualification for

refugee status is usually determined on a case-by-case basis.

However, under presidential prerogative refugee status has

been granted to groups such as Soviet Pentecostals. The

selection of refugees follows U.S. criteria of

internationalization which eliminates the eligibility of

any refugee who has close family in another country, unless

the refugee fails to obtain permission from that country.

Refugees may be given permanent resident status after

one year and they may then apply for U.S. citizenship after

five years provided they have maintained their permanent

resident status during the interim period.

Priority Schedule of Refugee Processing

The U.S. has established priority scheduling under

specific criteria accorded by global regions. There are

six categories of refugee processing priorities. Countries

of the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe receive

consideration among all six in contrast to the Near East

and South Asia which only receives Priority One and Two

designations.

Agencies of refugee resettlement in response to the U.N.

mandate and U.S. law direct their efforts according to

priority scheduling one, three, five and six.

Priority One considers cases of compelling concern

or interest. These are exceptional cases wherein refugees

are in immediate danger of loss of life and when there
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appears to be no other alternative of resettlement in

the U.S. Such cases may also address the compelling concern

of former or present dissidents or political prisoners.

Priority Two includes former U.S. Government Employees

who had been employed by the U.S. government for at least one

year before establishing refugee status. This also includes

those who were integrated in other ways into the employment

and function of U.S. government offices and thus appeared to

be U.S. employees.

Priority Three affects family reunification which

considers refugees who are the spouses, unmarried sons and

daughters,or parents of persons residing in the U.S. The

"anchor relative" may be one of the following: a U.S. citizen,

or lawful permanent resident asylee, alien or refugee.

Priority Four reflects a considerable number of

specific designations or ties to the U.S. such as employees

of foundations, voluntary agencies or U.S. business firms,

civil service and armed forces abroad and those who have

served in positions of religious leadership whose members

are subjected to discrimination.

Priority Five considers additional family reunification.

This category includes married sons and daughters, siblings,

grandparents and grandchildren of persons in the U.S. and

even more distantly related family members who are considered

part of the immediate family group and who are financial

dependents of anchor relatives in the U.S.
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Priority Six is reserved for persons of special national

interest.

The Oregon Refugee Program: Foundation

In the 1970's the affects of dislocation caused by the

Vietnam war produced an enormous refugee population. By

1975 voluntary resettlement agencies began moving them into

Oregon under a one year program which was initially designed

to respond to the specific needs of Vietnamese refugees.

During that era the federal government agreed to pay all of

the resettlement costs, and the Oregon Department of Human

Resources interacted with local agencies and church offices to

coordinate the effort. The role of the State acted to cover

"gaps" in services that were not provided by voluntary

agencies or sponsors. This was the beginning of the Refugee

Program which has since then grown in size (number of

participating agencies) and scope.

In 1980 the Refugee Act more clearly defined the process

and the criteria for the designation of specific refugee

status. By 1985 the Fish-Wilson amendment invested Oregon with

the authority to implement a pilot project which was to be a

three year "demonstration project" that would stress early

self-sufficiency and that would be supported by a network of

case services, medical assistance and English language and

employment training. The cash assistance programs that had

previously been the responsibility of the welfare system came

under the aegis of three voluntary agencies of resettlement in
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Oregon which are still providing services to refugees at

the present (Oregon State, Year in Review 1991).

An Overview of Oregon's Refugee Program

The Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) manages the

federal funds which are designated for refugee assistance.

The ORR "channels" the funding through the state administered

refugee resettlement programs. Acting within the mandate

as previously set forth, the states are responsible for

planning, administering and coordinating their resettlement

programs. In Oregon the Governor has appointed the Income

Maintenance Section of the Adult and Family Services Division

of the Department of Human Resources as the primary

administrator in charge of managing Oregon's plans for refugee

resettlement. At the state level Adult and Family Services

provides program planning and research and development of

standards and goals of the program in its entirety. It also

coordinates refugee assistance by combining the efforts and

funding of federal, state, private and voluntary agencies and

private sponsorship which includes the provision of technical

assistance to private agencies and local efforts which serve

refugees. The program in Oregon is self-monitoring and

evaluates progress and problems on a regular basis, and

out of the evaluation process they develop and maintain a

refugee data base. In addition they provide tracking and

reporting of all the federal requirements with regard to

data, rules and regulations. The Oregon program also responds

to public inquiry and conducts public relations activities
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in an effort to engage the interest and support of the public.

In light of the aforementioned, Oregon's refugee program

management has found it expedient to delegate responsibilities

and to maintain a coordinated network of service contracts

which are awarded to voluntary agencies (Oregon State, Year in

Review 1991:37).

The Advent of REEP

Public perception is an often discussed subject among

many disciplines because of its power to promote images,

both good and bad, stereotypes and misinformation: the

affects of which at times prompt public outcry and remedial

legislation. As a result of the public's reaction to the

perceived growth of refugee dependency upon public welfare

systems, the Fish-Wilson Amendment to the Refugee Act of

1980 was passed in 1985 in an effort to promote the states'

cooperation in developing programs that would provide

alternative cash assistance support and reduce refugees'

dependence on general welfare or public monies.

In summary the establishment of the Fish-Wilson Amendment

promoted the development of alternative projects for assisting

refugees who had been in the U.S. less than three years. It

provided interim cash support in conjunction with case

management and other support services. Additional alternative

projects were also considered for the purpose of addressing

the needs of long-term problems of specific groups that

promote welfare dependency which may benefit from the project

and lead to self-sufficiency. Coverage with regard to any and
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all projects was limited to that which would prove to be cost

effective. This was a timely piece of legislation, although

service providers in Portland, Oregon had previously

envisioned the need and had acted on a local level to develop

a service consortium to meet the demands of refugee

resettlement (Kanal 1993, Oregon State Year in Review

1991:39).

In their conception a combination of the following

agencies would work in a coordinated manner to promote early

self-sufficiency: the U.S. Catholic Charities, Lutheran Family

Services, Church World Service, World Relief, the Tolstoy

foundation and the International Rescue Committee; Portland,

Mount Hood and Clackamas Community Colleges in ESL programs,

the public school system, the Indochinese Cultural Service

Center, and the South East Asian Refugee Federation. In all

the combined effort demonstrated a complex, though thoughtful

plan for interagency cooperation which would intensively

focus on serving refugees. The Consortium which represented

the above named entities met with the State of Oregon Refugee

Coordinator and together they developed the Refugee Early

Employment Project (REEP).

The purpose of REEP is to demonstrate a system of

refugee resettlement management that would provide strong

incentives for obtaining and maintaining early employment.

It offers a standard level of payments and eligibility

processes that coordinate a fair and equitable level of

monetary assistance and benefits for participants with an
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appeals and fair hearing process. Payment standards are based

on the State of Oregon AFDC calculations and medical

assistance is determined separate from cash support. The

general premise of REEP's implementation is that it would be

a voluntary participation program that is culturally sensitive

toward family composition in the integration of case

management services, monetary support and language and

employment training.

Since its inception and implementation the REEP program

has undergone some changes. Three of the voluntary agencies,

the Tolstoy Foundation, World Relief, and the International

Rescue Committee withdrew from the project and closed their

offices due to low placements of refugees through their

respective agencies.

In 1990 an important change was implemented that

significantly altered the calculation of the cash standard

in comparison to income levels. Once income exceeds the

cash standards for a period of four months, the refugees'

case is closed and medical assistance is also discontinued.

Other changes reflect the effects of federal policy and in

particular the period of length or eligibility for REEP

participants which went from an initial period of 18 months,

to twelve months and then down to eight months. During the

months of March and April 1993 there had been a consideration

for further reduction to a new five month eligibility but the

final decision has remained with the present eight month

standard.
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REEP Services: VOLAG and Service Providers

The remaining voluntary agencies participating in REEP

are Lutheran Family Services, Catholic Community Services and

Ecumenical Ministries of Oregon (an affiliate of Church World

Service) which delegates refugee management to Sponsors

Organized to Assist Refugees (SOAR). SOAR is the subject of

Chapter V in this document. It is used as a model for

describing the structure of a voluntary resettlement agency

(VOLAG) and its function in connection with providing case

management services for the Ukrainian Pentecostals in Oregon.

Other service providers are the International Refugee Center

of Oregon (IRCO) which is a Mutual Assistance Association

(MAA) and Multicare, a health organization (Oregon State,

1992).

IRCO contracts with the State of Oregon to provide pre-

employment training (PET) which covers a variety of subject

matter such as looking for jobs, job applications and the

interview process. After refugees complete a job training

course, a job developer is assigned to specific refugee cases

and he coordinates job interviews with respect to refugees'

skills."

Multicare is an organization which assesses the general

health status of refugees entering Oregon. Due to the

increasing numbers of Soviet arrivals since 1990, Multicare

through the Refugee Health Clinic organized group health

"See Chapter IV for details on the integrated function
of IRCO, the PET program and its implementation under REEP.
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screening in order to respond to the sudden influx of an

ethnic group of which the general health and endemic medical

aspects were previously unknown. This prompted health care

professionals in association with Multicare to more thoroughly

assess the health problems of Soviets, and after a preliminary

study was completed the International Health Clinic was

established. The benefit of the evolution of Multicare in its

involvement with refugee health care has been the subsequent

development of a pool of information which has revealed trends

in medical problems according to specific ethnic refugee

groups. This has proven invaluable in identifying the most

critical health care needs of refugees who may benefit from

timely diagnosis and treatment.

In summary, responding to the mandates of immigration

law the Office of Refugee Resettlement delegates authority to

the states to effect refugee resettlement according to the

parameters set forth regarding priority admissions.

The State of Oregon contracts with voluntary agencies to

provide services in the aim of facilitating refugee

resettlement. Voluntary agencies (VOLAGs) are required to

respond to refugees' needs according to regulations as set

forth by immigration law and the State of Oregon guidelines.

(Oregon State, Year in Review 1991, 1992).
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CHAPTER V

SOAR: Sponsors Organized to Assist Refugees
An Evaluation of a Voluntary Resettlement Agency

This evaluation of a bureaucracy explains the

organization and administerial structure of SOAR, its ethos

and how personnel effect the delivery of resettlement

services. The personal commentary and recollection of events

and conversation witnessed by myself, the researcher, is added

to give warmth and depth to the structure of the narrative. It

represents one of the few ways that I was able to engage the

cooperation of SOAR's staff members.

Northeast 54th and Alameda in Portland is the location of

the old building where SOAR is located. It once housed a

Catholic school for girls. Now its rooms are occupied by the

Southeast Asian Catholic Vicariate, Catholic Refugee

Resettlement Services and SOAR. A chapel and gymnasium are

located in separate buildings on the same compound. Tiny

Vietnamese nuns float about their daily chores of sweeping the

stairwells and halls while Asian men meticulously care for the

lawn and garden areas.

SOAR occupies two large rooms and a smaller office on the

south end of the main floor. Spread out among the rooms, the

main work areas are separated by few doors and low partitions.

High ceilings and a bank of windows on the outside walls flood

the office with natural light at certain times of the day, but

the lack of enclosed space makes the work areas in general
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seem like one giant room where people are buzzing with foreign

languages, activity, telephoning and moving back and forth.

The Director tried to calm fears and quell rumors

which circulated about my presence as a researcher but in the

end he left the employees' cooperation open to their own

discretion. As he explained, they were uncomfortable by my

presence as though they were being constantly watched and

recorded. I was dismayed. I felt that I had been asking

reasonable questions, and I indicated that it was necessary

for me to periodically turn my attention to my field notes

since there was so much that needed to be accounted for.

However, nothing seemed to be resolved in my favor other than

the fact that he encouraged the employees to cooperate and

trust my judgement. After about a month, in response to my

suggestion and pleas from those who felt pestered, my desk was

moved to another part of the office because the employees who

were closest to my area had said that I was "too nosy". The

fact was that I understood their communication in Russian only

too well, and so I could not help overhearing telephone

conversations and observe other "in person" contact as

refugees came and went. Therefore it seemed that the office

space or lack of it was a significant part of the problem.

The counter in the main reception area was an

interesting place to "stake out" and observe how SOAR's

personnel interacted with their refugee clients. Clients

flowed in and out of the office, but they always stopped at

the counter first to ask if "so and so" was available or
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whether their REEP checks had arrived. When clients came to

the office to ask about sponsoring relatives, they were

referred to someone in the office who was able to answer their

questions.

The counter was also a central area for taking in various

paperwork and applications from clients which were then

directed to the attention of case management. The

receptionist, who sat nearby at her own desk, answered the

main phone lines and referred clients to other areas within

the office as needed. She also performed various tasks for the

office, such as opening the mail, typing and filing paperwork,

making copies, and posting news articles. When time allowed,

she visited with the clients who were waiting to speak with

their case managers. Throughout an average day case managers

first greeted their clients at the counter and engaged in

pleasant sounding small talk, exchanging jokes and anecdotes.

If there were no special disbursement requirements, REEP

checks and other funds were distributed without fanfare.

If something required a case manager's immediate

attention, he or she would invite the client(s) back to

their office/desk area. For privacy, SOAR personnel utilized

empty conference rooms that were located down the main hall.

In the course of my research, some of the office staff

resorted to using the empty rooms so that they could conduct

business with their refugee clients in privacy. Oftentimes I

was not invited to observe those discussions which were

essentially "engineered" to keep me from participating or
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accessing any information that they thought inappropriate for

their "perception" of my purpose. Instead I was relegated to

the mundane and what was easily observed. Arranging

appointments with the staff for in-depth interviews was quite

difficult because of their individual schedules and duties

that did not coincide with my office hours. Also their

schedules were easily interrupted by the need to respond to

impromptu meetings and the demands of their client load which

could fluctuate dramatically within days or even hours.

An average office day began slowly in activities and

picked up momentum by the afternoon. When things were

relatively quiet, the office personnel wandered in and out of

each others work areas leisurely sharing anecdotes about their

clients and commentary about personal plans. On a moments

notice though, the speed of work activities would increase

dramatically and usually this was due to new developments

regarding incoming refugees. In a rush, the paperwork and

phone communications were delegated to more than one

individual in the office who work as a team during a time

crunch in order to get the job done. This affected their

personal time schedule and lunch hours which one might

characterize as "pizza on the run".

The team aspect affected all working relationships within

the office. When I arrived, SOAR was going through a financial

crisis. Their funding had been cut back and so it became

necessary to eliminate a few paid positions, although the

result of the layoff increased the work load for the remaining
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personnel whose weekly hours had also been officially reduced

to a little less than 40 per week.

My first day I attended a "going away" lunch time office

party and baby shower which was held for a young woman who was

quitting her job as a secretary so that she would have time to

devote to her baby. The office personnel seemed to show a

genuine fondness for her. They brought gifts and homemade

goodies to eat for the lunch hour which was a potluck of

Italian, Russian, Vietnamese, and Middle Eastern and some

other unidentifiable cuisine complete with corn chips and pop.

It was a pleasant and low key affair. As she opened her gifts

people mingled about the room eating, talking and teasing the

mother-to-be with funny names that they made up on the spur of

the moment. Afterward the employees went back to their usual

routine, and the day resumed its sense of order with refugee

clients coming and going, telephones ringing and the

perennial question "Where's so and so?".

In the succeeding months I attempted to interview

personnel and gather information about SOAR's structure

and how they interacted with clients.

Hierarchy

The New York National Council of Churches of Christ

functions as an "umbrella" agent for several denominations of

Christian orientation which work as co-partners in serving the

needs of refugee resettlement. Under this organization the

Church World Service (CWS) Immigration and Refugee program

delegates authority to a network of regional offices, churches
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and other sponsors on the local level. Ecumenical Ministries

of Oregon (EMO) is an affiliate of CWS, and it serves as an

administrative and technical assistance organization for a

number of ministerial programs. Sponsors Organized to Assist

Refugees (SOAR) is one among the many programs that EMO

oversees, and it is one of three voluntary agencies (VOLAG)

that provide contract services to the State of Oregon for case

management services in refugee resettlement. SOAR undergoes

periodic state and federal reviews. Their allocation of

funding is subject to annual review and renewal, and it is

based upon the numbers of refugees that they serve and the

competency or efficiency of their services (Church World

Service, Oriah Griffith 1992).

Following the mandates of immigration law and the State

of Oregon general guidelines for the REEP program as described

in Chapter IV, SOAR acts in the capacity of refugee

sponsorship by seeking the co-partnership of area churches in

meeting refugees' basic needs of housing, food, clothing and

transportation. Its case management services direct attention

toward organizing the refugees experience in an orderly

fashion through an interview, referral and follow-up process

after pertinent data has been compiled and the refugee(s)

needs have been assessed.

Ethos

The effective integration of refugees as newcomers into

the community is the primary concern of voluntary agencies

assisting refugee resettlement. SOAR as a voluntary agency
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seeks to counsel refugees and help them to achieve early,

economic self sufficiency.

SOAR places an emphasis upon family reunification under

Priority Three and Five scheduling which allows Soviet

refugees to be reunited with their families. The

distinguishing sentiment which is prevalent among SOAR's

office staff reflects an humanitarian perspective. Employees

take their jobs seriously with respect to enabling refugees to

access the REEP program and other community services to the

fullest extent. In cases of extreme hardship or a demonstrated

but unfulfilled need Case Managers have often invested their

free time and money in order to aid a refugee client. A

message printed in orientation literature intended for Soviet

refugees from CWS Director Dale S. de Hann sums up SOAR's

perspective and attitude toward the clients they serve.

Dear Friend:

Welcome to the United States! We are glad to be partners
with you in your journey to a new home in this country.
One of the things that impresses us again and again is
the courage of refugees such as yourself who leave their
home country and travel long distances to begin a new
life here. We know that your journey has been a long and
hard one. Indeed, the hard work is still not over. How-
ever, as your friends, we are here to help you as you
get started in your new life.

Internal Organization

SOAR is a small agency that employs approximately sixteen

individuals who occupy positions in office management, sponsor

development, and case management. Cases are delegated

according to language skills and knowledge of particular
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"ethnic"18 cultures. It consists of four levels of

organization.

The Director oversees the administration of funding,

office management and sponsorship development. In his capacity

as the highest authority within the office he develops plans

for future projects and writes grant proposals. He also acts

as a public relations liaison for SOAR and employs team

management practices to encourage excellence in performance

and facilitate positive communication among the office

personnel. The Director conducts staff and sponsor development

meetings which are regularly held with an agenda planned for

discussing current resettlement issues, interests, plans and

problems so that the office as a "team" may be informed and

have the opportunity to comment or offer advice in problem

solving.

The Director viewed himself as a management executive

who endeavored to engender goodwill and cooperation among

the staff. He was concerned about employees' individuality

and their right to work in relative peace. That is why he

could not demand that they cooperate in my research, because

he felt that they were entitled to their own opinion. When I

expressed doubts about creating a useful ethnography for his

purposes, he indicated that I should just do the best that I

could with the individuals who "had the time" to participate.

18 "Ethnic" refers to region and particular culture
characteristics.
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The Director of Case Management is an office manager

and he reports directly to the Director about progress

and problems related to case managers and their agenda. He

looks for emerging needs or modifications that should be

made in the structure of the case management process and acts

as an arbiter in office disputes.

He was a former refugee and described his perspective as

one dedicated to community education and the promotion of

multiculturalism. His personal theme reflected a cultural

relativism perspective, and he believed that all men are

entitled to maintain their dignity. When I asked him about how

refugees view themselves, he quickly retorted that the label

"refugee" is not appreciated by many of the clients,

regardless of their ethnic background, because it seems

negative and separates them out as socially undesirable.

Another individual systematically reviews paper work and

proof reads files. He consults with case managers about

potential errors, omissions and inconsistencies. Like the

Director of Case Management, he was also a refugee. He was

very open about his refugee experience and confessed during

our first conversation that he was once a physician in

Vietnam. Unfortunately, as a refugee in America he was not

able to pursue his training because of the immediate necessity

of supporting his family, and so his medical career died. In

the late seventies he landed a job with SOAR as a case manager

for Indochinese refugees. Since then he has been promoted to
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office management because of his tenure and his extensive

knowledge related to the intricacies of SOAR's administration.

The Case Management Trainer is a third aspect of the

management level. She keeps track of information updates and

reports from the main office in New York in addition to

keeping Case Managers abreast of rules and regulations

affecting their role as counselors. Ninety day and six month

reports are part of her responsibility, and they are prepared

for review by the main office of CWS located in New York.

When the need arises she also serves as a Case Manager for

Middle Eastern clients because she speaks Farsi which is the

dominant language in Iran.

The paper work gets shuffled around to various desks

in the office for review and eventual filing. One individual

handles the processing for green card applications. They are

issued to refugees after they have lived in the U.S. for one

year. Refugee clients call SOAR and make an appointment with

her in order to have their picture and finger prints taken.

In an addition an interview with the Immigration and

Naturalization Service is required. She schedules those

follow-up appointments and makes sure that the clients are

aware of any other requirements that must be fulfilled in

processing their green card application. From her perspective

the job seemed a little mundane at times, but it did have

its challenging moments. Youth and her gender have sometimes

presented a difficulty for her. Older refugees, Ukrainians in

particular, do not always trust what she has to say. Although
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she speaks Russian it sounds "Americanized" in intonation and

syntax. The Ukrainians have asked other office personnel what

she has said, and because of her youth they sometimes have

distrusted her advice or instructions.

Picture taking for the green card is a significant event

for refugees. Ukrainians usually arrived early for their

appointments, neatly dressed and coiffured. While waiting in

the hall they kept their children close by and encouraged them

to be quiet. The hall was the only place where I could speak

with them inside the building without the watchful eyes of

case managers. As soon as Ukrainians realized that I could

speak Russian, they practically pounced upon me with questions

which I could not or dared not answer. When I gently refused

their entreaties they seemed disappointed and would then

change the subject to other topics such as asking questions

about my vehicle, how much it cost, how it was running and

so forth.

Case managers "wear many hats" was the description of

one man who works with Haitian refugees. He considered the

cumulative stress that case managers endure as the primary

factor in their early "burnout" and a high attrition rate. His

job as a case manager for Haitians no doubt influenced his

opinion. He characterized his case load as marked by

individuality, but that their "individualness" reflected

Haitians general self-sufficiency perspective. They arrive in

Oregon with little or no family and community support, but
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they "dive in" eager to work and hopeful that they will be

accepted and understood.

As a case manager, he meets them at the airport, finds

housing for them and locates jobs that require little or no

English. Language and understanding the American system and

its culture present problems and sometimes confusion for

Haitian refugees, but the case manager indicated that

employers have contacted him after hiring a Haitian and lauded

his efforts for finding them good workers. He quoted one

employer's response in this way "The best we've ever had!

Send more like him."

Case management for Ukrainians also seems to have its

employment successes. One case manager attributed Ukrainians

sense of morality and ethical standards as the primary

motivation for their economic achievement. Families with more

than two working members seem to do very well in the economic

sense. He believed that the reason for the Ukrainians'

successful integration was the fact that most of them have had

several "blue collar" jobs. He said "If we don't hear from

them, they're doing well!".

In contrast, the perspective of another case manager was

that appearances can be deceiving. She did not seem to have as

hopeful an outlook as other case managers in the office. Her

comments were directed toward the hidden aspects of the

"Soviet" personality as she labeled it. Her concern was that

the Ukrainians arrive with extensive medical and dental

problems which are not identified or discussed in the early
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stages of processing their requests for admission to the U.S..

She also indicated that the Ukrainians "hide" some information

out fear that they will not be allowed to emigrate to America.

The consequences can be significant for the health of

individuals who have kept their maladies and illnesses a

secret. However, after they arrive in the U.S. their medical

problems begin to surface rapidly as they are identified in

the course of medical checkups which are a mandatory

procedure. In her opinion the costs incurred by the U.S.

system for emergency medical treatment and long term illnesses

may be quite high.

Sponsor developers spend their time coordinating the

efforts of churches and individuals who are committed to

sponsor refugees. They instruct new sponsors (churches and

individuals) about responsibilities and planning for refugee

needs, and they make presentations about becoming a sponsor

through contacts with churches within the REEP service area.

Case managers represent the fourth area of SOAR's

organization. Their duties include intake evaluations,

assessments, the development of action plans, monthly client

information reports and other follow-up measures. They are the

refugees' guide through the REEP process, and they provide an

initial project orientation. Through two separate intake

interviews they collect the necessary data for assessing

refugees' needs. Their sensitivity toward refugees in planning

and implementing the REEP process depends upon feedback

communication from the refugees themselves. If a refugee
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family is able or willing to communicate their concern about

special needs or requirements, the case manager is sure to

respond in a positive manner to solve a problem or fill a

need.

Arrival

The staff at SOAR does everything in its collective power

to efficiently manage transportation connections, immediate

introductions and initial intake interviews so that events

will transpire with a minimum of delays or complications,

but...sometimes the phone rings or a fax arrives informing

them of an immediate and sometimes unplanned for arrival.

When that happens the members of the office may have to

scramble to invent interim plans. Nevertheless they take it

in stride and when the need arises they will work on a

problem after hours and weekends so that they may be prepared.

The average procedure for a new arrival is perhaps

less tense, but there is always a feeling of anticipation

when arrivals are expected. CWS, the main office in New York

telephones and faxes relevant information and authorizations

for incoming refugees. The information they relay provides

identification data for each member of a refugee family, the

date, flight number and time they will be arriving and other

pertinent information as needed. Employees at SOAR share the

responsibility for greeting refugees at the airport which

includes other support staff such as interpreters. Flight

arrival times are not always convenient, and sometimes someone
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from SOAR's staff will be found waiting late at night or in

the very early hours of the morning for their clients.

The Intake Process

Within a few days after arrival the Intake process

begins. For individuals who will not be participating

in the REEP program, core services are offered by SOAR.

However they are limited to a small cash advance an

"enabling grant" to help them get set up in the area where

they will be residing, and appointments for food stamps and

other welfare aid as administered in other counties. The

elderly and unemployable are referred to Senior Disabled

Services of Health and Welfare. SOAR keeps track of all

refugees who have received the benefit of core services

for ninety days. After that, resettlement responsibilities

for refugees are delegated entirely to their church and

family sponsors who are expected to help them meet their

needs.

Free cases are another aspect of refugee resettlement.

They are individuals or families who have no immediate

relatives in the U.S. and sometimes they do not have

church sponsorship. As regards resettlement, they are the most

difficult cases to resolve, because according to Oregon's

regulations they must be employed within four and half months

after arrival. Therefore such cases require an enormous

amount of time invested toward finding sponsorship and getting

them ready for employment. Refugees from Haiti and the
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Middle East were the most recent free cases that SOAR had

endeavored to assist.

The Intakes

Clients who will be participating in the REEP program

are introduced to its procedures and process in a two step

interview. The case manager initiates the first meeting by

greeting the clients and making them comfortable and inviting

them to sit at a large table in a room that is unoccupied. The

feeling of spaciousness and privacy provides an opportunity

for the new arrivals to relax somewhat and focus on the few

perfunctory questions that will be asked during the initial

intake session. Beginning with the orientation meeting the

refugees native language is used. In the case of refugees from

the Soviet Union, regardless of their specific region of

origin, Russian is used as the medium of communication.

Factual information is gathered first which reflects names,

ages, refugee status and identification numbers. Applications

for Social Security cards are filled out if needed. Immediate

cash assistance is determined according to the amount of

sponsor support available. An initial cash payment of up to

$175.00 per person is intended to help cover expenses in the

first thirty days before cash assistance from the REEP program

is made available.

An ensuing discussion introduces the REEP program to the

clients. The case manager explains that the eligibility

period is for eight months and he cautions that REEP funding

is subject to fluctuations in terms of months of eligibility.
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REEP participation is a contractual agreement that entails

enrollment for English classes at the Portland Community

College Ross Island Campus. By Oregon law, Children under the

age of sixteen must be enrolled in school. To be eligible for

the REEP program, Parents and older employable children who

are not students must attend employment assistance training at

the International Refugee Center of Oregon (IRCO).

Participation in the REEP program is voluntary, but few

refugees turn down its opportunity and financial incentives

unless they intend to live outside of the REEP service area

which encompasses a 100 mile radius around Portland. The

average REEP check for a Soviet family of six is about $650.00

per month. If a refugee finds a job, REEP funding and benefits

continue for the entire eligibility period as long as earnings

do not exceed the four month standard which means that a

refugee cannot earn more than the amount that would have

been collected in REEP benefits within a period of four

months.

Further discussion quickly reveals who will be interested

and eligible to enroll for participation. An interim plan is

devised with the refugees' help in determining their schedule

which includes an initial health screening at the

International Health Clinic and an appointment for Intake Two

which follows within a few days. The clients are then given

a copy of their Rights and Responsibilities (which is in their

native language) that they may take home and study before

the second meeting takes place.
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Intake Two involves more extensive paper work in

addition to signing rights and responsibilities. Affidavits of

Information Exchange are signed so that the refugee's case

file may be shared with other service providers in the REEP

program. Case management is responsible for determining cash

and medical eligibility and adheres to guidelines set forth by

Adult and Family Services. Follow-up appointments for medical

services are also coordinated by the case manager. After

gathering more background information on previous employment

and job skills, the case manager makes referrals for Pre-

Employment Training (PET) which will take place through IRCO

over a period of four to six weeks.

Training and Job Development

The Pre-Employment Training Program at IRCO is

considered by agencies of refugee resettlement an important

step in the acculturation process. Instructors usually teach

the course in English, and a wide variety of subject

matter related to employment is covered in the four to six

week program. Refugees receive instruction on a variety of

subjects which includes how to read newspapers, look for jobs

and fill out applications. Mock interviews with each PET

participant are conducted in English and video taped. The

instructor then reviews tapes with the class. He indicates

the strengths and weaknesses of the interviews which may help

the clients to improve their communication skills and thus

increase their chances for success in the job market. After

the PET program has been completed, a case manager from SOAR
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and a job developer at IRCO get together with the refugee

client, and develop an action plan for employment which

considers the skills the client already possesses and his

potential for learning new ones. Then the job developer begins

searching out appropriate job referrals which the client

accesses by telephoning the job developer or scheduling an

appointment. When a refugee client finds a job, SOAR offers a

Fred Meyer gift certificate as an additional bonus for working

ten days or two consecutive weeks. Clients look forward to

receiving the hard earned "graduation" gift and chide others

who aren't able to keep a job long enough to collect one.

Anomalies: Non-Compliance

The REEP program has a successful track record for

getting refugees ready for employment and heading in the

direction of self-sufficiency, but on rare occasions there

are violations of the rules. Sometimes they are the result

of innocent mistakes and are easily corrected with out

penalty. Over-payments have happened in the case of wages

exceeding the REEP benefits eligibility parameters, and it is

the case manager's duty to follow-up and make sure that

mistakes are corrected and overpayments are returned or

compensated for on a separate repayment schedule. In the event

of a job loss or quitting, it is the refugee's responsibility

to notify the job developer in advance of the problem so that

he may have the opportunity to intervene on the refugee's

behalf. There have been instances when Ukrainians have not
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followed established procedures and have quit jobs without

obtaining prior approval from their job developer.

Case managers do not like to impose sanctions against

the refugee in such cases as there are usually extenuating

circumstances. However, case management is bound by federal

and state regulations in the administration of the REEP

program. Hearings for non-compliance are scheduled with a

case manager, the refugee client and the job developer. The

process of the hearing allows for the refugee to state his

case and explain his reasons for quitting a job. A lot of time

is spent in discussion of the matter. In some past instances

this has escalated to an emotional fever pitch when for

example a Ukrainian refugee tried to deflect responsibility

and reacted as though his personal character was being

assailed and impugned.

The result of deliberate non-compliance forces everyone

involved in case management to impose penalty sanctions

against the client's REEP funding according to a set schedule

which on some occasions amounts to the denial of funds for a

period of approximately one month. In follow-up procedures the

case manager has the discretion to lift some portion of

imposed sanctions if interim agreements are met and the

refugee has obtained employment. I witnessed such an incident

and the following account is a synopsis of the event which is

interpreted from my perspective as a casual observer who

became indirectly involved in a dispute over matters of

intention and integrity.
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Previously a case manager had indicated that during the

course of his experience with non-compliance hearings, that

refugees often attempted to deflect or dodge responsibility

for their actions in the hope of minimizing the consequences.

Subsequently and perhaps to prove his point he invited me to

observe a non-compliance hearing so that I might see first

hand how a Ukrainian refugee might conduct himself in such a

situation. The hearing took place in one of the conference

rooms which was located down the hall and furthest away from

the main area of SOAR's activities. It was attended by the

case manager who was a seasoned veteran with several years of

experience with refugees, the job developer who, though still

in his early thirties, was a former refugee from the Ukraine,

the client a man in his late thirties from the Ukraine, and

myself. The case manager initiated the proceedings by

introducing me as a university student studying at SOAR, and

then he calmly explained to the refugee client the reason for

the hearing and reminded him of his rights and

responsibilities which he had signed early on in his

acceptance of the rules and regulations regarding his

participation in the REEP program. The job developer was next.

He began his explanation of the process and his efforts with

respect to finding the client jobs. However his tone began to

rise and he became tense when he leveled the complaint that

the client had quit his job without properly notifying him,

and had subsequently failed to show up for another job

interview which had been very difficult to arrange. Upset, he
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further intimated that his reputation for finding reliable

employees had been tarnished as a result of the client's

actions. The case manager then asked the client to explain his

reasons for quitting and what his plans were.

In his defense the man pointed out that he understood the

complicated nature of the situation, but that he had been a

communications (radio and television) engineer in the Soviet

Union and simply could not bear the monotony of packing boxes

for shipment or any other mundane, repetitive activity. He

indicated that he felt the necessity for learning English was

one of his major priorities. He emphasized that he thought

that he would be better off signing up for ESL classes at

Portland Community College and then fitting in work hours

according to his school schedule. In the course of the

conversation he shifted some papers that were lying on the

conference table before him. I was seated across the table

from him and from what I could see, he had a school schedule

and other important enrollment forms including federal

financial aid information. He indicated that he realized his

mistake but that he wanted to pursue English in order to

locate a job that would be more complementary to his skills.

The case manager attempted to maintain control and

tersely said that while he admired the client's efforts, he

had in fact deliberately violated the rules and had taken

advantage of the job developer's good will which had caused

him professional embarrassment. The client sensed that his

behavior was being impugned and that he was being called a
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liar in so far as his intentions were concerned. Angrily he

retorted that he had not deliberately planned anything other

than to improve his situation and that it was unreasonable to

expect an educated man to accept menial labor. He emphasized

that it should be obvious that learning English was the key to

success in any measure.

The job developer shot back that he always did his best

but that the kind of jobs that the client qualified for in

communications were rare. He reminded the client that "these

things" had been explained to him before, and that in the

meantime he must accept what he was able to secure and look

for something better later on. The case manager reaffirmed the

job developer's opinion. Raising his voice he added that

English classes would have to be arranged around the client's

work schedule and not the other way around. He indicated that

if the client refused to cooperate then he would be asked to

drop out from the REEP program altogether. The client was

silent for a few moments and then looking downcast he conceded

that he had perhaps made an error in judgement and would be

willing to work with the program a little longer if the job

developer would reconsider his needs and try harder to find a

more suitable job for him.

At that point the case manager asked the client to wait

out in the hall as he needed to confer privately with the

job developer about the situation. He also said that because

of the rules regarding the program there would be a penalty

assessed but that it would be minimal. I remained in the
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conference room while the client seated himself in the hall.

The conversation that ensued between the job developer and the

case manager reflected their analysis of what the client had

said and how he had behaved during the hearing. The job

developer was not sure whether the client would follow through

with future interviews. The case manager thought it was worth

a try but that they needed to re-emphasize to the client the

seriousness of his commitment and encourage his cooperation.

Then the case manager asked me "What do you think?" I was

momentarily taken aback as up until then I had remained in the

background of SOAR's activities and had not been considered by

the office personnel to be a participating member of the

"team". After a brief hesitation I took the plunge and

offered my opinion. I said that with respect to the client's

behavior it was apparent that his anger and frustration had

been exacerbated by the tone of voice that had been directed

toward him as well as what he perceived as disregard for the

validity of his explanation. Further, I indicated that I

believed he was sincere in his desire to improve and that,

even though his behavior had technically violated the rules,

it could be understood in the light of his perspective of

being downgraded in his employment. To demonstrate my point I

proceeded to recount the conversation and the "actors'" roles

in their responses which had moments before risen to a fever

pitch in all aspects. Only seconds elapsed before the case

manager essentially cut me off by saying that what I offered

was philosophical and would not help solve the problem. He
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seemed annoyed with my remarks and so I did not press the

issue, although I said that he had not allowed me to make my

point which was that they needed to be cognizant of the man's

better than average education and to ascertain in detail what

his previous work experience had been. Immediately following

my comments the job developer said that agreed with me and

that he was willing to try again to help the client if the

situation could be "repaired" and bruised feelings soothed.

Then the case manager convened an obligatory meeting with

the Director of Case Management to go over the events and

details of the hearing which resulted in his signing of an

approval for the future plan of action and the penalty that

would be assessed. Within half an hour the case had been

resolved in partial favor of the client. A penalty of two

weeks suspension of his REEP funding was imposed with the

stipulation that it would be shortened in duration if he

followed through with a job interview and, if he found a job,

maintained it for at least two weeks or ten consecutive work

days. They also offered the Fred Meyer gift certificate as an

added incentive if he complied with the action plan for his

employment. The client promised to contact the job developer

on the next working day and hurriedly accepted and signed the

penalty agreement as though he could hardly wait to leave.

After the client left, I congratulated the job developer on

his overall patience with a difficult problem. Before leaving

he thanked me for my input and said that he valued my opinion.

As for the remainder of the day the case manager seemed to
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remain keyed up or perhaps he was still annoyed by my

comments. About two weeks later I heard through the case

manager that the job developer had succeeded in locating a

more suitable job for the client at a local television

station.

Anomalies: The Joke

Case managers are well informed on a variety of subjects

related to their areas of culture expertise but sometimes

there are situations that arise in which comments or jokes are

made that in other social contexts would be understood as

light hearted and mirthful. Case in point is a remark that was

once made about a Ukrainian woman's perception of an

earthquake that had recently happened in the Portland area.

According to her account Portland was being punished because

its dentists do not provide free services for the needy. The

comment was not taken very seriously by the case manager,

and subsequently it was made sport of in the presence of

other Ukrainians who nodded and smiled and added their own

comments while quickly changing the subject. When they

left the office one turned to the other and said in a solemn

tone "She thinks its funny that we don't have dental care."

The other shook his head in agreement.

The context of a joke is culture dependent. The wrath of

God is very real in the minds of Ukrainian Pentecostals.

The Extra Mile

As previously stated, a humanitarian ethos permeates all

aspects of SOAR's efforts to help comfort refugees in the
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resettlement process. Since family reunification is the

primary agenda of SOAR's refugee sponsorship, case managers

provide advice and assistance in filling out Affidavits of

Relationship (AOR) which enable refugees who have achieved

permanent resident status to sponsor their own family members.

They remind sponsoring families that their loved ones are just

as dependent after they arrive as they once were on their

sponsors. Simple instructions are given that essentially spell

out the sponsors duties which are; meet your family at the

airport, make sure that they have sufficient housing and other

basic needs, help them apply for their Social Security cards,

introduce them to the community, enroll the family in an

English class and help them look for work.

Refugees also access case managers for assistance in

filling out various other forms and the translation of

documents. Since case management serves in the capacity of an

"instrumental"19 friendship, refugees may telephone their

case managers or go to the office to ask for advice or favors.

Depending on the refugee client's level of confidence in case

management, they may ask for intervention in a personal crisis

or for emergency financial help. In SOAR's perspective

sometimes "Soviet" refugees attempt to manipulate case

management sentiment in order to gain access to, or help from

food banks and other types of aid. Much to case managers'

" Robert Jay discusses the differences between
"instrumental" and "casual" friendships in terms of public and
private roles. See Hymes 1969:371.
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chagrin has been the subsequent discovery that some pleas for

assistance have not actually been based on a "real" or

pressing need. However case managers justify such behavior

as an equivalent to "snaking their way through the system"

much the same as is practiced in lieu of the necessity for

stocking up on things in the former Soviet Union.

On the brighter side, case managers have served as a

public liaison in seeking aid for their refugee clients'

specific and unusual needs. Such efforts have included

locating prosthetic devices and medical treatment for free

or a substantially reduced cost.

Sponsorship developers endeavor to engender public

interest with the slogan "SOAR can connect you with someone

who needs your help!" They organize information meetings and

"seminars" that will acquaint churches and private individuals

in team sponsorship endeavors which spreads out the

responsibility among several parties and lessens the financial

hardship for those who would like to participate. They spend

hours on the phone following up on sponsor leads, and

coordinating the administration of the Julia West and Boland

houses which are renovated properties used for temporarily

housing refugee families.

SOAR personnel involve themselves in other matters

related to refugee resettlement by participating in panel

discussions and planning committees in cooperation with other

voluntary agencies. The Refugee Forum meets once or twice a

month and is a public format which discusses a variety of
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issues. Advice and legal referral for immigration and asylum

matters is also available, and SOAR is actively seeking

accreditation in order to more fully involve themselves in the

asylum process. In addition the Director or one of his

delegates appeals for pro bono legal assistance whenever the

need arises.

Case Closure

REEP funding eligibility extends for a period of eight

months. Case managers are responsible for a final follow-up

evaluation. A letter, in the participants' native language, is

sent out thirty days in advance explaining the closure and

inviting the participant to call SOAR at any time in the

future if they have any need for information, help or advice.

The participant is asked to return their blue medical cards

and other medical identification which is the property of the

REEP Multicare health system. Case managers also call

participants to ask how they are getting along and whether

they are employed and other similar questions. This is a time

when case managers make an effort to reinforce positive

feelings and congratulate them on their accomplishments, and

it is also a time of personal reflection for case managers

and their involvement in the process. Within a few months

after case closure refugees are eligible for permanent

resident status. They make appointments at SOAR for their

picture and finger prints to be taken for their "Green" card.

Five years later they may petition for U.S.citizenship.
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Summary

SOAR as a voluntary agency fulfills a vital role in the

resettlement of refugees from many cultures and nationalities.

Responding to the mandate of law, federal bureaucracy, church

hierarchy and a humanitarian ethic it serves several important

functions. Of foremost importance are its continued efforts to

educate the public about refugees, develop responsible

leadership with respect to refugee affairs, and promote

conscientious sponsorship, all of which enable the

assimilation of refugees into the American community.

Case management plays a pivotal role in refugee

resettlement. In conjunction with sponsors' efforts,

case managers are the individuals that are most directly

involved in helping to establish refugees within a new

economic and social system. In light of their position as

arbiters who are empowered to act on behalf of state

authority, they wield tremendous psychological, social and

economic power. At the same time they are also subject to

an humanitarian ethos that is the foundation of their

work ethic and agency policy. These aspects combined form

a contradiction of responsibilities that case managers must

function within. While they are charged with facilitating

the effective delivery of resettlement services, they are

also held accountable for a "jungle" of paperwork in

connection with the implementation of federal and state

regulations.
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Moreover, since case managers endeavor to personalize

their efforts to assist refugees according to their specific

needs, it is unavoidable that they achieve a high level of

familiarity with their clients' trials and tribulations. This

makes their job as counselors all the more difficult such as

in the case of non-compliance with the REEP program or failure

to reveal vital information, whereby they are often placed in

the uncomfortable position of having to analyze and pass

judgement on their clients' behavior.

While successful case closures represent the culmination

of SOAR's case management effort, the process of integrating

refugees takes a life time to accomplish. To that end case

managers maintain a continuous level of social support and

advice long after their contractual responsibility has

ended. Those who were formerly refugees need only call, write

or visit.
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CHAPTER VI

Analysis and Conclusion

During the course of field work it became apparent that

an innovative strategy would have to be devised in order make

sense of the information gathered from the Pentecostals. It

was obvious that without other data sources and an examination

of additional communication factors, I would not be able to

accomplish what I had set out to do which was to discover the

source of the Ukrainians' complaints that I had heard so

often. Establishing the truth for the sake of truth was not

one of my goals. I simply wanted to gain a better

understanding of how they perceived their world.

In the beginning I experienced considerable difficulty in

getting any information that made sense, though it soon became

apparent that the problem stemmed from my initial lack of

understanding with regard to their usage of the Ukrainian

language. Nevertheless after I had discovered the differences

in their language usage, I managed to gather a collection of

ethnographic information from detailed notes within the

context of the Russian and Ukrainian languages.

The interview data and my participant observation were

used to reconstruct events. An interpretive analysis of events

depended upon observing activities in their natural setting

within the context of the communicative environment. Therefore

it was also important to give consideration to other aspects

of the communication question. Thus an analysis of the

parameters of refugee resettlement, the mandates of federal
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regulations and SOAR's function as a voluntary agency within

that scheme were also considered a part of the social and

communicative environment that has had an affect upon the

perception and complaints of Ukrainian refugees.

The Ukrainian Pentecostals arrive in America with

unrealistic ideas or expectations. Though religious belief

sustains their spirituality, they must cope with the values

of a complex society that places a high priority on

time management, personal accountability, advanced education

and economic achievement. The difficulty they face in

adjustment or acculturation to life is compounded by their

lack of useful skills in advanced technologies. This

limits their employment opportunities to low wage jobs and

contributes to their sense of occupational downgrading.

The use of language and in particular its attributes of

informal and formal categorization magnifies their concepts of

state authority versus private concerns. Bilingualism in this

sense and in their communication with SOAR splits their

perceptions into formal and informal categories that may not

necessarily correspond to reality. This reflects a cultural

pattern of communication and interpretation that they

"learned" while living in the Ukraine. The use of the Russian

language represented the authority of the Soviet state and

affected a sense of distance and formalism in contrast to

Ukrainian which was more casual and intimate.

The source of complaints that captured my interest from

the start is two fold; one is the disappointment that comes
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with the realization that America's economic system does not

make satisfying consumer desires an easy task. For the

Ukrainians, who had been deprived of such pleasure because of

the lack of consumer goods in the Soviet Union, it has been

very hard to live in a land of abundance and not be able to

partake because of limited funds. The other source of

disappointment stems from cultural barriers that prevent

American born individuals from understanding the mode of

communication or language use that Ukrainians employ while

trying to make their wishes known or their actions understood.

From an American perspective Ukrainians may seem brutish and

dull, while Ukrainians interpret American behaviors as

insensible.

What does any of that have to do with this thesis? It is

the use of language and other forms of communication in

connection with the interpretation of communicative acts and

related events that influences the perceptions and actions of

the respondents discussed herein. In general, the organizing

theme for the data presented in Chapters III and V is tied to

theory which relates social power and threat oriented

reactions to power. In specific, aspects of power in this

thesis have focused on the refugee' experience of resettlement

and their perception and interpretation of the role of the

state, the rules governing their participation in the REEP

program, and language use with regard to the consistency of

case management behavior and aspects of employment. Threat

oriented reactions to power reflect the refugees' perception
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of their own inadequacy to deal with a given situation either

in the attempt to satisfy needs and desires or to protect

themselves from the arbitrary behavior of others. Therefore

the degree of threat that refugees may experience is also

related to the degree of social and economic power that

someone in a position of authority may be able to exercise

over them. As a result threat oriented reactions may vary in

intensity as refugees attempt to circumvent unpleasant

circumstances or consequences.

One may surmise that a clearly organized and well

understood structure of the REEP program and the social and

economic situation which surrounds the refugee community and

work environment allows them the opportunity to act positively

on their own behalf. However if communicative events transpire

that are unexpected or misunderstood such as to affect changes

in rules, or a sudden shift in an authority's behavior then a

situation may seem ambiguous or even chaotic. In reaction to

such a threat, the denial of responsibility may be a refugee's

attempt to maintain self esteem and exert some influence

over the outcome. This was evidenced by the Ukrainians'

response to the stern behavior of a case manager who had

demanded an explanation for a missed appointment. They

redirected the blame to the case manager and said that he

knew that they had no transportation.

Ambiguities presented by written communication were

the focus of Evgenia D's complaint in which she expressed

confusion as the result of a letter that had been generated by
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a federal office. Proposed changes in REEP funding were soon

to be implemented and the impending reduction of her financial

support wrought no small amount of concern. "How can I make

any plans? They keep telling me something different."

Likewise Gregori R. commented on his perception of the

arbitrary distribution of REEP funding and case manager's

seeming lack of compassion. "My sister's family gets more

REEP money than we do....They (case managers) should know

that we can not live on so little.... Sometimes I think they

want us to struggle...to suffer.".

The case of non-compliance further demonstrated the

refugee's perception of the level of power that may be

exercised over him. His own ability to control events was

tied to his interpretation of the case manager's and job

developer's authoritarian behavior. When the course of the

hearing turned into an angry shouting match, the refugee

perceived that his personal character and honesty were being

assailed. As a result he experienced a very high level of

threat not only against his integrity but also his livelihood.

In an effort to preserve his dignity, his reaction to the

others' threatening behavior was directed toward deflecting or

denying the full responsibility for his actions. However, in

order to maintain a level of mutual cooperation and preserve

his REEP funding privilege, he was forced to comply with the

penalty phase of the hearing.

In this regard one may consider that there are many

aspects of power and the power to influence refugees' behavior
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that rest in the authority exercised by case management. The

"joke" is only one example of the problems experienced in the

interpretation of a case manager's behavior and use of

language. In the context of the business office at SOAR, the

Russian language is used as the medium of communication with

refugees from the former Soviet Union. For those refugees

whose primary language was Ukrainian their frustration with

the resettlement system and general sense of confusion was

further exacerbated by case managers' insensitive remarks such

as "She's speaking Russian. Can't you understand that ? ".

In connection with the question of language usage, the

primary barrier to the Ukrainian refugees' understanding of

the role of resettlement agencies was their concept of the

legal and social power exercised by the state in which they

assigned the authoritarian values of Soviet hegemony to the

U.S. system. This resulted in their perception of case

management as an agent of government authority. The Ukrainians

use of words that reflected their concept of the state's

power, attributed the same authority to the behavior of case

management which was within the context of describing the

activates of the REEP program and their communication with

anyone involved in that process.

In his frustration Victor B. negatively assessed the far

reaching authority of case managers as he insisted that "They

like to rule us and tell us to go here and there....they have

penalized me when they felt like it. ". Voicing her

dissatisfaction, Yulia K. contended that "they" (case
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managers) would have to force her to work, because she felt

that her place was in the home with her children and not in

the job market where she could only earn four dollars an hour.

Similarly Pavel M. was convinced that "They make old and sick

people who were retired find jobs.".

Another aspect of power to consider is that the context

of communication between SOAR and the Ukrainians is related to

the economic sphere. A sense of powerlessness has been

experienced by refugees seeking to improve their job status in

order to relieve economic stress. Case management has been

blamed for their lack of success. Sergei B. emphasized that "I

was an engineer. I do not understand why they refuse to get me

a job where I can use my skills.".

Furthermore, since the Ukrainian Pentecostals are

financially dependent upon their sponsors and the good will of

their case managers, they are compelled to accept whatever aid

they may be offered. While aid programs are intended to enable

self-sufficiency they also demand full cooperation from

participants. As a result their implementation sometimes

imposes scheduling difficulties and transportation hardships.

"Economic entrapment" was how Ludmila G. characterized case

managers' enforcement of the REEP program "We have to do

this...in order to get that, and we have to go here...first

before we can do anything else. Otherwise we have no

money....".

Up to this point the analysis of data has emphasized

the refugees' perspective of their vulnerability to the
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prerogative of case management and the authority of the

state. However refugees from the Ukraine have attempted

to exercise their own level of control in two distinct

ways; in the management of perceived threats to their privacy,

and in the manipulation of resources. This has been achieved

by limiting the information that has been given to

authorities. For example refugees have, at times, avoided

revealing pertinent medical information which they perceived

may have been damaging to their public image or a threat to

their refugee status. According to health clinic personnel,

some refugees out of desperation have avoided revealing their

medical histories based on the assumption that they would lose

their refugee status or jeopardize their families' chances of

finding asylum in America. Vera L. succinctly conveyed her

fear of public humiliation and deportation. In her story she

elected to not reveal her past medical history and previous

abortions. Her decision was a conscientious choice based on

misinformation and a false impression that immigration

authorities would refuse her asylum based on her health

record.

In many other respects withholding information seems

important to the Ukrainians because they want to maintain a

good public image and not "leak" any information that they

think might damage their reputation. They are concerned

with how their actions might be interpreted and constantly

expressed the desire to be associated with the role of

productive citizens. Alexander T. criticized those who
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had moved to Vancouver, Washington so that they might

receive welfare funding and avoid the obligation of

seeking or maintaining employment. "We are not lazy and we

do not want to seem ungrateful, but the others....They give

us a bad reputation.". However, I found it interesting that

in his perspective and others' the manipulation of

information in order to gain access to resources such as

community aid (food banks and etc.) did not imply

any devious intent or impute any moral consequences. Rather,

from their perspective it seemed to be the "smart" thing to

do. Such behavior may be understood in the light of their

previous experiences and shopping habits which had been

acquired in the context of a Soviet economy.

In contrast, the significance of SOAR's case management

efforts must be viewed in the light of delivering effective

counseling that endeavors to develop a bond of trust with

their all of their refugee clients while helping them to

establish early self-sufficiency and stability. When anomalies

occur that breach that trust such as refugees withholding

pertinent information or events that prompt non-compliance

hearings, case managers are forced to choose sides. They are

put into the awkward position of defending their clients'

behavior or enforcing the penalties of the bureaucracy.

It is a very difficult choice to make, especially after

hearing the REEP participants' explanations which are

often rooted in misinformation or false assumptions and

steeped in emotion. The quintessential dilemma of an either/or
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proposition remains for the counselor who must, by force of

law, act on behalf of the state but who has the interests of

the individual at heart.

In light of such an ethical dilemma case managers try

to make up for the problem by offering a continued level of

moral support and advice in problem solving long after their

obligation as counselors aiding resettlement has expired.

Recommendation

Language, its use and interpretation, has been the

emphasis of this endeavor. Since SOAR and other agencies

accross the United States regularly review the resettlement

process in light of their progress and problems, the effect of

verbal and written communication with refugee clients should

be examined for weaknesses and inconsistencies. A thorough

survey and analysis should include a review of government and

voluntary agencies communication as facilitated by letters and

telephone calls. An assessment of case managers' knowledge of

the cultural background of their clients together with their

personal behavior and choice of language is fundamental to

this analysis. The means and circumstances of client contact

and the amount of time delegated to serving their needs must

also be considered.

Opportunities and avenues for clients to voice their

concerns and grievances should be provided with a guarantee

of anonymity and freedom from penalty. Clients could also be

provided with a means of contributing an evaluation of the

services provided and a self-assessment of their economic and
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social adjustment. An emphasis upon their contributions to

feedback communication should be encouraged as a voluntary

effort on their part which may bring about improvement in

services and programs designed to help them achieve self

sufficiency.

Agencies should be aware that there may be pitfalls in

expecting refugees to completely understand rules, regulations

and sponsors' expectations early in the acculturation process

due to the problem of "attention overload" and the limitations

of language usage and interpretation. Therefore an equally

important aspect as regards the study of the issues involved

with refugee resettlement would be to take under consideration

the effects of language training and instruction in English.

This might consider a comparison of instruction in native

languages in relation to the success of training and education

programs and the numbers of individuals who find early

employment.

Further studies of ethnic communities (including their

various forms of settlement) would be a wise investment of

research effort, because they may offer insight with regard to

the issues and needs of cultures in transition. It may also

promote long term solutions for previously unrecognized or

hidden problems.

Although resettlement funding is fixed according to

schedules as set by the upper hierarchy of government, state

and federal authorities should seriously reconsider factors

that may promote or inhibit the success of refugees' economic
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integration. In that regard periodic reviews must address

the financial concerns of refugees in relation to the cost of

living and relative to their area of residence.

The advice and cooperation of a multidisciplinary

perspective could be pursued in quantitative and qualitative

analysis. Standards or definitions of what constitutes

successful economic and social integration should be

established in addition to measures of success rates that

would determine short term (less than five years) and long

term (more than five years) economic integration. Since time,

money and the organization of effort are of major concern, it

may be advantageous to initiate follow-up interviews to gather

relevant information when refugees or "New Americans" apply

for their green card status and again when they petition for

citizenship.

Postscript

For students who aspire to do follow-up studies based

upon information contained within this thesis, I emphasize

that this endeavor has been written from the perspective of

the "ethnographic present", and that the process of

acculturation could significantly alter the perspective of the

Ukrainian Pentecostal community. In terms of future study, the

social isolation of the elderly and of women who remain at

home to care for young children would be an interesting topic

for ethnographic investigation. Also, in a community context,
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the influence of private worship or the "Secret Church" and

its role as an agent of social control may prove to be a

worthwhile subject of study.
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